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Introducing Ycalc X5, the fl exible new estimating software package 
for glazing contractors, from the leaders at YKK AP America Inc.

Visit www.ykkap.com/YcalcX5 to learn how you can put Ycalc X5 to work.
Ycalc® is a registered trademark of YKK AP America Inc.
LogiKal® is a registered trademark of Orgadata

Your business needs have evolved. 
So has YKK AP America.
Discover the all-new Ycalc X5, powered by LogiKal®.

supports the fi ve key
facets of your business:
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Shop
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Not Just a Pretty Face
With architectural demand and interest
pushing for new and innovative trends, glass
companies have embraced digital printing as
a means to help differentiate.

Refining Art
These highly selective decorative glass
fabricators find that interlayers lend
themselves to high resolution images that can’t
quite be matched with direct-to-glass printing.

Purchasing Power
With an eye on the future and expected
increases in construction, many glass
industry companies are making plans now
for machinery and equipment additions.
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BEC attendees left Vegas this year with an
abundance of knowledge centered around
five key areas.
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fi reglass.com   |  800.426.0279

It’s not like we have anything against other 
architectural products. We simply believe you should 
stick with what you know. Our knowledgeable, in-
house experts know our products inside-out, so they 
can make your fire-rated glazing projects a breeze.

After all, we aren’t fans, recessed lighting or 
acoustical ceiling tiles. We are fire-rated glass and 
framing. That’s what we know.

GET CLEAR ADVICE FROM EXPERTS LIKE:
JONATHAN CAMARA 
Southeast Territory Account Manager
Technical Glass Products

Visit fireglass.com/contact
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KRYSTAL KLEAR® | KRYSTAL PATTERNS™

KRYSTAL KOLOURS™ | KRYSTAL IMAGES™

When you start with the industry’s 

clearest glass, the look stays true 

to spec. Truer colors. Strikingly 

flawless patterns. KRYSTAL KLEAR®  

glass and high-definition images. 

Endless design possibilities.
 

With KRYSTAL INTERIORS™ 

decorative glass from AGC, 

anything is possible.

Start Clear.  
Go Anywhere.
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IGMA in California
Attendees of the 2014 Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance 
Winter Meeting were treated to 
education, sights and networking.
Take a look at some of the 
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By combining its KRYSTAL KLEAR® low-iron glass—the industry’s clearest glass—and the high-resolution 
digital imaging technology utilized to produce KRYSTAL IMAGES™,  AGC was able to bring the 
Smithsonian’s new William H. Gross Stamp Gallery to life with stunning vividness.

Bring life to your next design project with KRYSTAL IMAGES™ glass from AGC. 

William H. Gross Stamp Gallery
Smithsonian National Postal Museum
Architect: Cho Benn Holback & Associates
Product: ENERGY SELECT™ 63 
KRYSTAL IMAGES™ IGU

Photographer: Albert Vecerka/Esto
Exhibit Designer: Gallagher & Associates

To learn more, visit us.agc.com/KrystalImages or contact us at info@us.agc.com. 

©2014 AGC Glass Company North America, Inc. All rights reserved

Bringing history to life.
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Issue@Hand

This is Not 
Your Dad’s Business

Change is often the theme of conferences; that’s nothing new. But the
amount and complexity of the changes taking place in the contract glaz-
ing business, as detailed at the Building Envelope Contractors (BEC)

Conference held in Las Vegas last month, has been staggering. You can read more
about the BEC on page 50, but I will tell you here that the seminars and private
discussions reiterated one fact over and over again: this is not your father’s con-
tract glazing business.
Here are the top five trends glazing contractors can expect to affect them in

the next five years:
1. Design-build is out and replaced by design-assist. Design-assist, which I

define as the process of helping to develop the glazing system before the job has
been awarded, is going to continue to increase. Those companies that provide
these types of services will continue to gain competitive advantages, and more
jobs, than those that do not.
2. The curtainwall consultant is here to stay. What was once an occasional fad

is now a certainty. Given the increased complexity of many glazing jobs in so many
areas, especially in energy and performance, curtainwall consultants are becom-
ing de rigueur on large jobs. The days of adding a “consultant tax” to your bid may
be over, because almost every job is going to have one. When Mic Patterson of En-
clos showed a number of project slides complete with the credits—including
owner, glass supplier, installer AND curtainwall consultant—on every single one,
I knew that the consultant-free project had faded into a distant memory.
3. Growth in modularization and pre-fabrication practices. It’s faster,

cheaper and more easily controlled, so watch for more and more work to be pre-
fabbed before reaching the jobsite. And foreign erectors very comfortable with the
process will force domestic glazing companies in that direction, whether they want
to go there or not. PPG’s Richard Beuke cited a 30-story Chinese high-rise made
up entirely of modules that were then erected on-site.
4. Robotics—The lack of qualified construction workers in the future, cou-

pled with advancement in robotics, will lead to increased reliance upon them
for glazing installation and erection. Robots are currently installing glass in
South Korea, two floors at a time, and such technology will continue to grow,
become more refined and accepted. This will radically change the contract
glazing company of the future.
5. Uber-customization—A level of customization in building system design,

the likes of which has never been seen, is on the horizon. A number of speakers
showed pictures of buildings that used 10, 20, even 39 different types of glass on
the exterior. This level of customization, coupled with the new enhancements that
technology such as 3D printing brings, also will change our glazing landscape.
3D printers, in particular, enable dies and unique parts that once would be cost-

prohibitive to develop, to be created relatively inexpensively. This opens up a whole
new level of uniqueness in design that will only grow as these printers become
capable of doing more with different materials.
It’s an exciting time to be a contract glazier. It’s also a very scary time. The com-

panies that are able to adapt will evolve into this new higher level of business and
those that don’t, well sadly, they won’t be around.
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Want sweet results instead? Insist on the ExactaBlend™ Advanced Glazing Proportioner  
for your window manufacturing process. It accurately mixes and dispenses two-part  
adhesives and sealants – and even shuts itself down if off-ratio conditions  
occur. Precision dispensing is easy and worry-free. Get the rest of the 
scoop at ExactaBlend.com.
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GANAPerspectives

Members are the heart and
soul of GANA, and it is their
collective effort that ad-

vances and elevates our industry. At
GANA, we are fortunate to have so
many dedicated and exceptional volun-
teers who make us what we are: a
united voice for the glazing industry.
Recently, we honored the outstanding

work and dedication of several leaders
within our standing divisions. The as-
sociation also introduced the C. Gre-
gory Carney Member of the Year Award,
honoring the remarkable contributions
of our recently departed associate and
glazing industry leader.

2014 DIVISION MEMBERS OF THEYEAR
The following recipients were nomi-

nated by their division peers to receive a
Division Member of the Year award for
their outstanding work and exceptional
dedication.
BEC Division: Chuck Knicker-
bocker, Technical Glass Products.
Chuck Knickerbocker is the current
technical committee chair of the BEC di-
vision and has dedicated his energy and
knowledge to continue building upon
the work in draft under the committee.
He is also a volunteer on numerous task
groups within the division.
Decorative Division: Jeff Nixon,
Glass Coatings & Concepts. Jeff Nixon
serves as a subcommittee chair for the di-
vision’s product and color durability
group, and worked on creating a docu-
ment that the division was proud to pub-
lish. He plays an active role not only in the
decorative division but within the entire
GANA organization. He provides expert-
ise in his respective division but also par-
ticipates heavily by providing leadership,
organizational knowledge, and business

insight at the board level.
Energy Division: Mark Silverberg,
Technoform. Mark Silverberg was in-
strumental in moving the former GANA
energy committee toward becoming a
full division. As the vice chair of the di-
vision and also serving as committee
chair and vice chair for several projects,
he exudes energy (pun intended) in
making this division a premier location
for those in the industry to come to-
gether for a common purpose.
Insulating Division: John Dwyer,
Syracuse Glass Co. John Dwyer was in-
strumental in the creation of GANA’s insu-
lating division, when it was formed after
the closure of the distribution division. Al-
ways willing to lend a helping hand, he is a
person who will not constantly need the
floor to speak his opinion, but when he
does speak, everyone listens.
Laminating Division: Julie Schim-
melpenningh, Eastman Chemical
Co. Julie Schimmelpenningh is a con-
stant presence in the laminating divi-
sion and is looked to for leadership and
technical expertise. There is probably
not a single effort within the division
over the last 20 years in which she has
not played some role.
Mirror Division: Mandy Marxen,
Gardner Glass Products. Mandy
Marxen was presented this award for her
dedication to improving and enhancing
the industry. She leads many of the divi-
sion’s committees and task groups, and
also served as division chair.
Tempering Division: Ren Bar-
toe, Vesuvius USA.Ren Bartoe has,
for many years, been a catalyst in
making GANA and its tempering
division very important entities in
the glass community. His personal
and corporate efforts to enhance the

industry and its image have never been
exceeded by others within the heat-treat-
ing industry. Perseverance on any task
given to him, he is often known for his
willingness to include anyone, and his love
of friends and family.

2014 C.GREGORY CARNEY
MEMBER OF THEYEARAWARD
In November 2013, GANA and the

glass industry lost a dear friend and in-
dustry leader, Greg Carney. Carney
spent more than 30 years in the indus-
try and served as the GANA technical
director from 1999 to 2009. He was
known as an enthusiastic, welcoming
and remarkably knowledgeable leader.
The creation of the award is meant to

carry forward Carney’s spirit of com-
mitment, collaboration and cama-
raderie while honoring other GANA
members who exemplify a similar en-
thusiasm and dedication to the indus-
try. Nominees for this award are
selected by staff and voted upon by the
GANA board of directors.
Arthur Berkowitz, president of J.E.

Berkowitz LP, was honored with this
award for his involvement in organiz-
ing the recent GANA Northeast Re-
gional Roundtable in Newark, N.J., his
support in developing the concept of an
executive glazing management session,
and for his efforts to encourage inde-
pendent fabricators to continue in-
volvement within GANA.   �

Deserving Recognition
GANA Celebrates Division Members

b y E r i n R o b e r t s

E r i n  R o b e r t s is the
director of marketing and
communications for the Glass
Association of North America
in Topeka, Kan.
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800-227-7694 banom.com

Back stay helps protect  
the spine and holds the  
collar up.

Patch pocket protects  
the cut-resistant apron  
and can be used to  
store items.

Velcro closure can  
be opened with  
either hand.

Thumb straps prevent  
the sleeves from riding  
up the arm, but must be  
worn so they don’t catch  
on moving machinery.

® ® ® ®

Meets ASTM E2875/E2875M-12 
Requirements

BODY PROTECTION  
FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY®
BODY PROTECTION  
FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY®

Malvern, PA USA  |  Mississauga, Canada
Monterrey, Mexico  |  Brussels, Belgium
São Paulo, Brazil
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ShopSavvy

“M irror, mirror on the
wall, what’s the newest
thing of all?” asked

John Doe from Glass Company XYZ.
This very sarcastic mirror replied,
“Have you been living under a rock?
Look around, not here in your shop, but
at the industry. It is adding value to
your glass. Printing on glass used in
the commercial marketplace and color
in the residential marketplace are the
hot topics.”
And, with that,
the mirror
stopped

talking and just hung there on the wall.
C’mon, think about it. It costs ex-

actly the same to take an order for a
mirror (polish, deliver and install it)
whether the mirror has a polished
edge or a beveled edge. You always
want to upsell your products. 

UPSELL OPTIONS
Plain glass may cover the overhead,

but added value is where you get the
bucks to take your vacation. And like the
mirror said, printed glass is a hot topic
(Don’t believe me? Turn to page 28.)
Train your employees to upsell. Set

up a three-month program
where your employees get a
$10 gas card for selling up on
a certain product … maybe a
higher quality window line, or
a mirror with safety backing,
or using thermally broken
metal in a storefront job. How
about any table top or shower
door sold with Starphire™?  Or
maybe a shower door with an
etched pattern?
Sounds easy here in USGlass

magazine. Give your employees
selling tips on each item you
want to really sell. Don’t know

them? Ask your distributor or
fabricator for these tips. I’m
sure they will help as this is up-
selling for them too. Ask your

fabricator to split the cost on the
employee gas cards as well. When
I was running a fabrication facil-
ity and found a customer will-
ing to push our products, I
almost always helped with
their sales promotion costs.
And this concept can work for
all levels of business.

GET EMPLOYEES INVOLVED
The employee who earns the most

gas cards at the end of the three months
should earn a reason to use those gas
cards. Give a Friday off and send the
winner plus one away for a driving-dis-
tance vacation and pay their hotel for
two nights.  
Don’t forget the folks in back either.

Set a team company goal. If the sales
team earns X number of gas cards then
every person in the company gets a re-
ward. If the people who do the in-
stalling do a good job, and earn a
referral, then the sales team may be
more likely to upsell. The whole com-
pany award doesn’t have to be big; it is
recognition that everyone is involved.
Nice pocket knives engraved with the
company name, an inexpensive digital
camera or an Amazon gift certificate
are all good ideas.
After the three months are up, it will be-

come second-nature to your sales crew
and the upselling will continue. Don’t
make this a permanent program. A year
from now, do it again with different prod-
ucts with which your fabricator or dis-
tributor work.
Upselling equals more profit for you.

I’m sure you are okay with that.   �

All the Buzz
What Can This Three-Month Program Bring You?

b y P a u l B i e b e r

P a u l  B i e b e r has 37
years’ experience in the
glass industry, with C.R.
Laurence and as
executive vice president
of Floral Glass in New

York. He is now the principal of Bieber
Consulting Group LLC and can be
reached at paulbaseball@msn.com.
Read his blog on Tuesdays at
http://usgpaul.usglassmag.com.
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It costs exactly
the same to take

an order for a
mirror (polish,

deliver and install
it) whether the

mirror has a
polished edge or
a beveled edge.
You always want

to upsell your
products.
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Pilkington Energy Advantage�  

Low-e 4th Surface Commercial Technology

Pilkington  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  Low-e coatings are applied to the #2 and #4 surfaces of 

an insulating unit to reduce the center of glass U-factor by about 20%.  

�    Superior clarity with an easy to clean surface using standard techniques.
�    Low U-factor and reduced solar heat gain.
�    Greater thermal control and energy savings.
�    Used on exposed surfaces successfully for over 20 years.

Call 800.221.0444  �    buildingproducts.pna@nsg.com  �    www.pilkington.com/na

SEE US AT GLASS TEXPO 2014
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CompanyNews

Clarity Glass Wholesalers Eyes
Customer Service as Key to Success

Chris Sezonov, who had spent
some seven years in the Texas
glass industry, was frustrated

with the level of customer service in
Houston’s wholesale glass market. He
decided to turn that frustration into an
opportunity.
Working on the installation side of

the glass business gave Sezonov plenty
of time to ponder and repeat the
mantra, “If I were running a glass
wholesale business, here’s how I would
treat my customers.” Such reflection
started to take concrete form in Febru-
ary when he launched Clarity Glass
Wholesalers, a full-service glass whole-
sale provider.
“It was as a matter of just being in

the position to say, ‘You know what?
There’s a need out there in the mar-

ket. There are other companies out
there that aren’t filling that service

side,” says Sezonov.
The pledge to improve customer

service may sound like a cliché in just
about any industry and business but,
according to Sezonov, it is definitely an
issue in the Houston glass wholesale
world. “Having been on the installation
side, the quality of the customer service
is, frankly, very poor here,” says Se-
zonov, himself a native Houstonian.
Perhaps part of that is attributable

to the strength of the local market.
When things are good in any indus-
try, customer service can easily slip
to the back seat as companies scram-
ble to fill orders. Even during the re-
cession, Texas proved to be one of
the brighter spots in the flagging na-
tional economy, and Houston’s con-
struction and glass industries did
just fine during that time. Now, ac-
cording to Sezonov, the market is
even hotter, making it a good time to
launch a startup.
Sezonov says Clarity Glass Whole-

salers plans to make its name with
strong customer service and quality,

C.R. Laurence Expands 
Denver Location

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc. (CRL) has expanded its Denver service center. The
facility will now operate as a new CRL-U.S. Aluminum super center.

“Expanding the Denver service center aligns with our long-term goals
for improving and bringing the full U.S. Aluminum product line to more of
our North American service centers to better serve our customers,” says
Lloyd Talbert, president.

Industry veteran and U.S. Aluminum product specialist Nathan Miller, along
with technical veteran Dan Joella, will spearhead a new in-house U.S. Alu-
minum technical service department for the new super center.

In other news, the first round of the company’s technical sales profession-
als, outside sales representatives and project managers have received the dis-
tinguished Construction Documents Technologist (CDT) certification through
the company’s relationship with Construction Specifications Institute.

The company had developed a training program to further develop its employ-
ees’ construction industry knowledge. Passing the exam demonstrates a com-
prehensive working knowledge of interpreting written construction documents and
understanding the roles and relationships of all participants, according to CRL.

12 USGlass, Metal & Glazing  |  April 2014 www.usglassmag.com

Clarity Glass is now serving the Houston-area market with a variety of
fabricated glass products.
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GlassCon Global is the fi rst event of its kind in North America. It brings 
together global innovations in glass technology from Europe and North 
America to further the development of the glass industry. 

Don’t miss your opportunity to connect with decision makers and industry 
professionals from all areas of the architectural glass and glazing industry. 
Learn how your organization can build relationships and awareness by 
partnering with GlassCon Global.

July 7-10, 2014
Philadelphia Convention Center
Philadelphia, PA, USA

glassconglobal.com/sponsorships

Philadelphia Convention Center photo by: GREG BENSON & PHLCVB

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Photo of: THE COOPER UNION, NYC

ORGANIZED BY

© FCA Conferences LLC 2014

SPONSORED BY

adding that the company has hit the
ground running order-wise. And for
now, he says he’s content building a solid
base of loyal customers and letting word
of mouth be his greatest asset. 

Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon recently presented the “Flag of Freedom” award to
Monett, Mo.-based EFCO Corp. for hiring 24 military veterans as part of the
“Show-Me Heroes” program. Established by Gov. Nixon in January 2010,
the program is designed to connect military veterans with job opportunities
when they return home from service. Employers participating in the Show-
Me Heroes program sign a pledge to reach out to, recruit and interview
veterans for job openings at their business. �

Research Frontiers Inc. has li-
censed Brazilian architectural glass
fabricator Mecanica de Vidros In-
dustria E Comercio Ltda. to offer
SPD-Smart architectural products
such as SPD-Smart doors, windows,
partitions and skylights in Brazil.

briefly ...

Missouri Governor Recognizes EFCO
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Glass Industry Sees No Easy
Solution for Immigration Reform 

Immigration reform has been a topic
of hot debate for many years now,
both in Congress and in those in-

dustries where immigrants make up a
significant number of laborers. And for
many in the glass industry, renewed
discussions on immigration are a good
start but only if they proceed to some
course of action. 
“I’m pleased that ourgovernment is ac-

tually considering doing something about
it finally,” says Dan Pompeo of Architec-
tural Glazing Solutions, a manufacturers’
representative based in San Diego. “If and
when this gets done is another matter.”
Southwestern manufacturers espe-

cially recognize that there is no simple
solution to how this must be addressed. 
“Unfortunately, there are no easy an-

swers to immigration reform, especially
here in Arizona,” says Jason Funk, presi-
dent of Western Window Solutions in
Phoenix. “On the one hand, you have to
keep the economic best interests of Ari-
zonans in mind. On the other, you can’t
ignore the needs of families, maintain-
ing dignity and respect for those who are
already in our state, and the fact that this
country is a pretty great place to live.We
need solutions that work for everyone.”
The problem is that, within the glass

industry, as within Congress, those so-
lutions differ. 
“Personally, I feel it’s got be an all-or-

nothing solution,” Pompeo shares. “This
means either seriously block our borders
with our country’s armed forces, which
would put an end to the endless line of il-
legal entry to our country, or start expe-
diting the citizenship process where
illegal aliens who are here currently or by
a designated start date can be screened
thoroughly and approved. Then the
countless number of illegals will be
made to pay their own state and federal

taxes, healthcare and social security,
just like all legal U.S. citizens must do.”
However, within the construction and

manufacturing industries the immigra-
tion discussion gets especially complex,
as these industries often rely on immi-
grants for labor. Within the glass indus-
try, this problem is somewhat less
prevalent than in general construction
given the specialized skills generally re-
quired, but it is still evident. As glass
fabricators and installers see an indus-
try-wide shortage of skilled laborers, the
debate becomes especially complex. 
“Many industries have difficulty

finding qualified workers,” Funk points
out. Within his manufacturing facility,
the company has put in place practices
that he says have helped attract quali-
fied laborers. “We attribute our success
in recruiting to a company culture that
promotes new ideas, being the best and
partnering with others. That, and treat-

ing them the way we would want to be
treated, goes a long way in not just hir-
ing, but retaining the kind of team that
you can rely on and be proud of,” Funk
says.
Pompeo sees the general shortage of

qualified laborers as a problem with the
newest generation of U.S.-born work-
ers, rather than immigrants. 
“Today’s working class appears to pre-

fer to collect unemployment rather than
start at ground level and work their way
up. On the other hand, illegal aliens typ-
ically cannot speak English, and [gener-
ally] arrive with little or no money, but
they have one huge attribute over a lot of
today’s U.S. new generation of working
class: a willingness to learn and do what
it takes. Maybe as an industry we can
create more trade schools to offer and
better prepare and train today’s working
class,” Pompeo says.

—Megan Headley �

Legislation&Legal

For construction and manufacturing industries, which often rely on immigrants
for labor, the subject of immigration can be complex.
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Your success has a permanent address at Performance and Durability:
Cardinal’s new Endur IG™ with its redesigned stainless steel spacer
increases sightline temperature by 1 to 2 degrees and can improve window
U-Factor up to 0.005—important for energy code compliance.
Performance is at its best when utilizing Cardinal coatings like Loå3-366®

in any climate while adding Loå-i89™ in colder environments. Durability?
Cardinal IG units have a miniscule failure rate of 0.2% over 20 years; the
industry’s lowest. No coincidence that we offer the industry’s only comprehensive
20-year factory warranty. Visit our permanent address at cardinalcorp.com.

The only 
comprehensive
20-year factory

warranty.
IG units engineered to a higher standard

A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY
IG 
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Suppliers Underscore Importance of
Quality Anodizing in Fenestration

Anodized aluminum is used in a
number of construction com-
ponents, from curtainwall to

windows, while subjected to a range of
conditions, and requiring little or no
maintenance. Improper anodizing can
mean durability problems down the
road, jeopardizing the intended life of a
window or unit.
As with any component they source,

fenestration manufacturers want to
know they’re getting quality and dura-
bility with absolute consistency when it
comes to anodized aluminum. From

best practices in testing to attending to
best practices in quality control, ensur-
ing a consistently good product is
something suppliers continue to tackle
with meticulous care.
“Anodizing is the second hardest coat-

ing known to man, other than a diamond,”
says Brent Slaton, national sales coordina-
tor at Keymark Corp., who also serves as
second vice president of the Aluminum
Materials Council (AMC) with the Amer-
ican Architectural Manufacturers Associ-
ation (AAMA).  
Quality control for anodizing is gen-

erally good, experts say, but
quality is such an important
factor in durability that it’s
“certainly something that
those making these kinds of
decisions need to be aware of,”
says Don Sullivan, vice presi-
dent at Ace Industries.
Certainly, proper anodizing

involves care and precision.
Quality control, Sullivan says,
begins early—in the extrusion
process, starting with the alloy.
Next comes the anodizing itself.
“On our end, one of the more

critical elements in the anodiz-
ing process in order to maintain
quality is keeping the chemistry
to the correct specifications,”
Sullivan says. “This includes
controlling daily titrations and
proper temperatures. Of course
all of these calculations and
specifications are dependent on
the job’s size and characteristics,
but quality will and does take a
serious hit if these numbers are
off even a little. Additionally,
drag out after rinsing must be
kept to a minimum.”
A couple of ways buyers of

anodized aluminum can examine for
quality, according to Sullivan: if the an-
odizing job is done properly, the die
lines from the extrusion process should
no longer be visible, and the mil thick-
ness and color should be consistent.
The Finishes Committee of the AMC,

meanwhile, is taking a look at best prac-
tices for testing thickness. Anodized alu-
minum is rated for thickness by
class—specifically, Class 1 or Class 2, ex-
plains Slaton. The stronger of the two is
Class 1, which is used in the harshest of
environments, such as a curtainwall on a
high rise—a location that must require
no maintenance. Sullivan also cites cer-
tain exterior locations with high UV fac-
tors or poor air quality.
Class 1 indicates a coating thickness of

0.7 mil, or 18 microns, and Class 2 indi-
cates a thickness of 0.4 mil, or 10 microns.
Another noteworthy differentiator: Class 1
must pass muster to withstand 3,000
hours of salt spray, while Class 2 must
withstand 1,000 hours, according to Sla-
ton, who is on the Finishes Committee.
The committee is discussing which

of two coating tests to rely on; there are
a couple of them being used. What the
committee is looking into, says Slaton,
is, “Are we measuring them all correctly
and consistently?”
Both tests are accurate, according to

Slaton, but ASTM B487 is much more
involved to attain because it calls for
testing by an outside facility. The ASTM
B244 can be done in-house and online.
After discussions on the topic during

AAMA’s annual meeting earlier this
year, ballots have gone out in order to
help the AMC committee make a deter-
mination on the issue. Ballot outcomes
are to be discussed during the summer
meeting in Indianapolis.

—Carl Levesque   �

Distribution&Production
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When it comes to anodizing, quality control is
critical for durability.
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© 2014 Kawneer Company, Inc.

INTRODUCING THE NEW AA™6400/6500 THERMAL WINDOW
You challenged us to create a window that would keep what’s on the outside 
out, while maintaining occupant comfort on the inside. We answered. The 
new AA™6400/6500 Thermal Window delivers superior thermal and water 
performance and excellent condensation resistance. A fusion of beauty, 
strength and functionality, the AA™6400/6500 Thermal Window enhances 
any application – new and retrofit construction – while delivering architectural 
aesthetic appeal and ease of installation. See where design and functionality 
combine to keep what’s on the outside out.

Architectural Aluminum Systems 
Entrances + Framing    
Curtain Walls    
Windows       

kawneer.com

KEEP THE OUTSIDE OUT
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FinancialFlash

Quanex Building Products 
Reports Increase in EPG Sales 

In its first quarter 2014 financialresults, Houston-based Quanex
Building Products reported its

Engineered Products Group’s (EPG)
saw net sales increase 19 percent to
$126 million, compared with $106
million in the first quarter of 2013.
The EPG includes Edgetech IG.
The EPG’s first-quarter 2014 operating
income was $7.5 million compared to
$2.8 million in the first quarter of
2013. The group’s first-quarter 2014
EBITDA was $15.1 million compared
to $10.3 million in the first quarter
of 2013.
Overall the company reported a
first-quarter EBITDA of $5.7 million,
compared with a loss of $4.0 million
in the first quarter of 2013. The com-
pany experienced a net loss of $3.9
million for the first quarter of 2014,
compared with a net loss of $8.1 mil-
lion in the same period last year.

“The momentum that we started
to see in the fourth quarter of last
year carried over into what is histor-
ically our weakest quarter,” says Bill
Griffiths, chair, president and CEO.
“Including Aluminite on a pro-forma
basis, we have seen average growth

rates of 13.4 percent for the last two
quarters. While some of this is at-
tributable to winter inventory builds
at our customers’ facilities, it is fur-
ther evidence of the optimism
around a continued recovery in
2014.”

18 USGlass, Metal & Glazing  |  April 2014 www.usglassmag.com

Quanex Building Products 
Engineered Products Group Segment Information

(In thousands) (Unaudited)

Three Months 
Ended January 31

2014

Three Months 
Ended January 31

2013

Net Sales $126,379 $106,119

Operating Income $7,491 $2,833

F iscal-year net sales were up
compared to last year for
Asahi Glass Co.’s (AGC) glass

division. The company reported
they were at $6.5 billion (USD)
compared to $5.5 billion (USD) in
the same period of 2012.
Operating profit for the com-

pany’s glass division went from a
loss of $6.0 million (USD) fiscal-
year 2012 to a $127.8 million
(USD) in fiscal-year 2013.
Overall, the company posted an op-

erating profit of $779.6 million (USD),
compared to $993.3 million (USD) in
fiscal-year 2012.  �

AGC’s Glass Segment Results 
In billions of USD

(   ) = loss FY2013 FY2012 

Net Sales $6.5 billion $5.5 billion

Operating Profit ($128 million) ($6.0 million)

AGC’s Glass Division Improves Net Sales 
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Revolutionary Low-Cost 
IG Production

400 Series Spacer Applicator, Tilting Grid Muntin Station, Roll

Press & 6000 Series Secondary Sealer Shown Below
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Supreme Court to Hear Industry 
Challenge to Proposed EPA Regulations 

The National Association of Manu-
facturers (NAM), heading a con-
sortium of various associations,

including the Glass Association of North
America (GANA), began oral arguments
before the nation’s highest court in late
February, challenging the proposed new
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
standards dealing with greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. The Supreme Court isn’t
expected to render a decision until June,
but Kim Mann, the Washington, D.C.-
based attorney representing GANA, says
he expects the outcome to be a close one.

“There is no way to predict how the
court will decide this very complex issue,”
says Mann. “It should be a close decision–
5-4 sounds about right–but GANA and
its fellow industry co-petitioners are, as

lawyers often say, ‘guardedly optimistic.’ ”
NAM’s argument is that the Clean Air

Act does not authorize EPA to regulate
GHG emissions from stationary
sources, such as factories and plants,
meaning that plants and factories
should not be subjected to the state per-
mitting regimes when companies con-
struct or substantially rebuild or
expand those facilities, says Mann.

The court announced in October that
it would hear the case.

The announcement came as welcome
news to both NAM and GANA officials,
who have long decried the proposed
EPA measures as government over-
reach that would prove both costly and
threatening to their industries’ global
competitiveness.

“No matter what the court decides,”
Mann says, “it is likely not the end of the
battle over EPA regulations of GHG.
What form those future battles take will
depend primarily upon what exactly
the Supreme Court says in its opinion
deciding this case.”

Correction
The Cardinal Glass ad that ran in the

March issue had an error in the head-
line. Two words were transposed so the
headline read “zero point zero two per-
cent” instead of “zero point two zero
percent.” The copy in the ad body was
correct: Cardinal’s 20-year IG unit fail-
ure rate is 0.2%.

Cardinal sincerely apologizes and hopes
this has not caused any confusion.   �

PPG Awarded DOE Funding to
Develop New Window Coating

PPG Industries’ flat glass business has received $312,000 from the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) to develop a dynamically responsive in-
frared (IR) window coating.

The funding is part of an award of up to $750,000 being shared with proj-
ect leader Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). The two are working
together to design a coating that can switch from a solar IR-reflecting state to
a solar IR-transmitting state while maintaining high levels of daylight trans-
mittance in either condition. PPG will provide an additional $78,000 in cost-
sharing, according to information from the company.
The coating potentially could be used in both commercial and residential

retrofit applications.
“PPG’s glass business is tightly focused on energy-efficiency research and

development for windows and more,” says Mehran Arbab, director of glass sci-
ence and technology for PPG. “Not only is it a market driver for our company,
we believe it is simply the right thing to do.”
The two-year project is designed to develop the coatings on a laboratory

scale. If development is successful, the product could be scaled up and po-
tentially commercialized within several years, according to PPG.

Energy&Environment
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A consortium of associations that
includes GANA is challenging
proposed EPA standards relating to
GHG emissions from stationary
sources, such as factories and plants.
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GlobalUpdate

Thermal Ratings May be Superior in
Europe But Experts Say it’s Complicated 

W ith glass performance for en-
ergy efficiency being compa-
rable in the U.S. and Europe,

window frames on this side of the Atlantic
have been eyed as underperforming on
the U-value front when compared with
those in Europe. But the reason for—and
even the very premise of underperfor-
mance—is complicated, say experts.

One general consensus that industry
members point to is that codes are more
stringent in Europe. 

“[Europe doesn’t] have the same air-
water structural requirements that we
have in the U.S.,” says Patrick Muessig,
vice president of global technical opera-
tions at Azon USA. “So if you can get away
with a lighter frame, then it’s easier to get
a better thermal rating.” Adding such fac-
tors as requirements in regions that may
have earthquakes or hurricanes, for ex-
ample, further complicates the equation.

Moreover, comparisons between the
two continents can be apples-to-oranges.
To start, the European market structure is
set up differently, with frames and glass
often marketed and sold separately.
Therefore, if, say, you go to a European
trade show, don’t expect a straight U-value
for the whole window system. Rather than
a label for a product with a comprehen-
sive U-value for a unit, you may see a U-f
value, referring to the frame alone.

Market differences also spill into the
technical arena. As Helen Sanders, vice
president of technical business devel-
opment at Sage Electrochromics, ex-
plains, “In the U.S., the code
requirements are based on whole win-
dow U-factor values, whereas in Europe
there are specific requirements for both
frame and center of glass.”

And then there’s the technology itself.
Proprietary products notwithstanding,
any high-performance technology avail-

able in Europe is available in the U.S. But
with constantly evolving technologies,
coupled with the multiple variables that
make up window systems, comes the need
to make everything work together toward
a client’s end goal, says Mark Silverberg,
president of Technoform North America.

Silverberg also points out other market-
related elements that increase the com-
plexity of the issue. It’s more than the codes
in Europe simply being more stringent; it’s
a matter of market economics at work. For
example, in Europe building owners often
are required to have energy certificates that
stipulate energy consumption. If energy
rises above caps, the building owner, not
the tenant, may be responsible for the

overages, giving the owner economic mo-
tivation to achieve high energy efficiencies.

In the U.S., meanwhile, developers are
concerned most with lowest first-use in-
stalled cost and simple payback calcula-
tions. Energy costs typically are passed on
to tenants, while developers may plan to
flip the building within five or seven years,
bringing such factors into play.

Public buildings, wherein the long-
term operating and maintenance costs
will be a priority, and large corporations
with a strong corporate-responsibility
ethos and brand are exceptions. Both are
driving the use of high-performance
technologies, Silverberg notes.

—Carl Levesque   �
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Window frames on this side of the Atlantic have been eyed as
underperforming on the U-value front.
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The combination of Technoform’s Bautec structural insulating strips and  
TGI-Spacer equals achievement of today and tomorrow’s most stringent thermal 
demands. Our 40+ years of worldwide fenestration systems experience enables 
us to provide spacers and insulating strips that deliver unsurpassed design  
capabilities, energy management, durability and structural strength in all  
climates. Technoform connects people with ideas to form a global network  
of efficient and autonomous teams consistently striving to find the best possible  
solutions for their customers in the marketplace. Technoform offers both  
standard and customized solutions to meet the changing requirements in the 
fenestration industry. 

Bautec structural insulating strips 
TGI®-Spacer
Superior performing windows and curtain wall systems
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EVA Finds Popularity Among 
Decorative Fabricators 

While polyvinyl butyral, or PVB, has been a recog-
nized component of laminated glass for decades,
an increasing number of fabricators are easing

into producing laminated glass using ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) interlayers, particularly when it comes to producing
decorative laminated glass.  
“In the last year, the demand for EVA has increased dras-
tically,” says Daniel Boari, technical sales and account spe-
cialist for Interlayer Solutions Inc., a Montreal-based
distributor of products for glass lamination.
EVA offers a number of attractive enticements for fabrica-
tors looking to expand their product offerings. For starters,
EVA requires a significantly smaller upfront investment.
One reason, explains Rick Dominguez, with machinery dis-
tributor Jordon Glass Group in Miami, is that EVA is simpler to
store than PVB. “Both of these [interlayers] will benefit from a
clean room, but with EVA you can store it with a clean room
and that’s it, whereas with PVB you need to have climate con-
trol,” he says. If the PVB is not stored in a chilled environment
with humidity control, you run the risk of a bubbling effect
within the material, he explains. 
“It’s a difficult climate to reach, especially for us in the
Midwest where we suffer power outages, and we’ve got 115
degree summer days with 60 percent relative humidity out-
side,” points out Robert Carlson, mechanical engineer with

Tristar Glass in Tulsa, Okla. “We can reach it, we have the
equipment, but we save a ton of energy by not keeping a
room refrigerated.”
These fabricators say that today’s EVA offers excellent clar-

ity, although that’s to admit that clarity has been an issue in
the past. And Carlson finds that, in many instances, PVB is
clearer still. “EVA has great clarity, don’t get me wrong,” he says.
“If you saw a piece of glass laminated with EVA you’d think
that’s really clear, but then if you held up a piece of PVB lami-
nated glass next to the EVA you’d realize the PVB is clearer.” 
“Clarity-wise, good quality EVA is very comparable to PVB,

if not clearer,” Dominguez contends. In the past, there might
have been some haze due to plasticizers, he notes, but this is
rarely the case today.
“An EVA should be as clear as the PVB,” Boari agrees,
but he adds, “over the time and with aging, the yellow-
ing index of EVA is much lower than with PVB, which
means that the glass, laminated with EVA, will stay ex-
actly as it was.”
In addition, these individuals say that EVA allows more
options than PVB.
According to Boari, “The adhesion with other materials
(glass, PET, PVC or others) is superior to what PVB can offer.”
Or, as Carlson puts it, EVA “sticks to just about any-
thing.” He explains, “If you are going to put cloth or rice

paper or other substrates into your
laminate, EVA is a very sticky, highly
adhesive product. PVB likes to stick to
glass and pretty much just to glass.
Your adhesion is going to go way down
if you try to laminate PVB to, for ex-
ample, a PET film or a fabric substrate
or cheese cloth.”
“[EVA] has the ability to adhere to and
be compatible with a multitude of mate-
rials whereas PVB tends to stick only to
glass and itself,” agrees Larry Cripps with
Wixom, Mich.-based fabricator Glass
and Mirror Craft’s decorative division. He
points out that for PVB, “That is not a
bad trait when you need strength and
weatherability, but when you need qual-
ity decorative interior products, EVA
works wonderfully.”
As far as weatherability, Cripps finds,

NewsAnalysis: TRENDS
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For some glass fabricators, working with EVA interlayers provides a number of
benefits, particularly in decorative glass applications.
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“EVA is primarily used for interior applications where
weatherability is not a factor.” 

However, others say that certain EVA products can offer
protection against water. 

“When you are using the proper EVA, your laminated
glasses could be used frameless and there will be no mois-
ture or water infiltration,” Boari says. 

“They say [EVA] is waterproof; once it’s crosslinked it can’t
absorb moisture,” Carlson explains, citing product manufactur-
ers’ explanation of the chemical process EVA undergoes when its
polymers bond during lamination. “It is significantly better in
exposed edge applications. You could use EVA and you would-
n’t have to worry about it potentially absorbing moisture over
time and delaminating.”

Although some fabricators choose to use both products, in
many cases cost will determine a single product of choice.

“Usually when we talk about final products that promote
volume and low pricing, over added value and quality, the
manufacturer would rather use PVB than EVA,” Boari finds. 

“PVB is significantly cheaper,” Carlson agrees. He says the
interlayer can be roughly a quarter of the cost of EVA.

EVA is typically the product of choice for Glass & Mirror
Craft because of the company’s use of decorative interlayers
alongside the EVA. “EVA makes a good choice for a decora-
tive application when you have the time to make it right and
the tools to make it stay that way,” Cripps says. “When there
are as many different options for decorative interlayers, it is
nice to have many types of adhesive at hand to decide in-
house which product is best suited for that decorative prod-
uct, for the customer in that situation.”

—Megan Headley   �

At GGI, we love functional glass. From custom 
frit patterns to true color fades, Alice® gives you 
the ability to control light transmittance, solar 
heat gain and privacy with your glass design. 
Whether it’s a wall system for an o�ce interior 
or a custom glass canopy, GGI has the solutions 
for any application.

Palo Alto Medical Foundation Sunnyvale Center

One benefit of laminating with proper EVA, experts say, is
it can be used in frameless applications without concern
of moisture or water infiltration.
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IndustryOutlook

A fter starting out the year on a
positive note, there was an-
other minor increase in the

Architecture Billings Index (ABI) in
February, according to the latest re-
port from the American Institute of
Architects (AIA). The ABI reflects the

approximate nine- to 12-month lead
time between architecture billings

and construction spending.
The AIA reported that the February

ABI score was 50.7, up slightly from a
mark of 50.4 in January. This score re-
flects an increase in design services (any

score above 50 indicates an increase in
billings). The new projects inquiry index
was 56.8, down from the reading of 58.5 the
previous month.

ABI Shows Slight 
Improvement

Northeast
56.7

Midwest
54.7

West 
54.7

South
52.7

ABI Regional Averages 

Dodge Momentum Index
Slips in February
The DodgeMomentum Index fell 2.6

percent in February compared to the
previous month, according to McGraw
Hill Construction, a division of McGraw
Hill Financial. The Momentum Index is
amonthlymeasure of the first (or initial)
report for nonresidential building proj-
ects in planning, which have been
shown to lead construction spending for
nonresidential buildings by a full year.
February’s decline brought the Mo-

mentum Index to 116.5 (2000=100),
down from January’s revised119.7 but
still nearly 20 percent above the year-

earlier (February 2012) reading of 97.4,
according to McGraw Hill. The con-
struction group predicts that the latest
month’s retreat is expected to be abrief
pause in a broader upward trend.
The February Momentum Index saw

contraction in both its main compo-

nents. New plans for commercial build-
ings, usually the more cyclically sensi-
tive sector, dropped 1.7 percent while
institutional building fell back by 3.7
percent. On the commercial side, de-
clines were reported across all of the
major building types.

Dodge Momentum Index (Year 2000=100)

Source: McGraw Hill Construction Dodge

The AssociatedBuilders andContrac-
tors’ (ABC) Construction Backlog Indica-
tor (CBI) hit a post-recession high in the
fourth quarter of 2013, growing from8.2
months to 8.3 months (1.3 percent).
Compared to a year ago, the CBI is 3.9
percent higher—up from8months at the
end of 2012. �

Construction 
Backlog Indicator Hits
Post-Recession High

February 2013 February 2014
ABI Score

54.9 50.7
New Projects Inquiry Index 
64.8 58.5

Construction Spending
Posts Big Increase
Total construction spending in January

posted the steepest year-over-year in-
crease since 2006, with growth in public
construction as well as private residential
and nonresidential spending, according
to an analysis of new Census Bureau
data by the Associated General Contrac-
tors of America (AGC).
Construction put in place totaled $943

billion in January, 0.1 percent higher than
the December total, which was revised up
$12 billion from the initial estimate. The
January mark was 9.3 percent higher
than in January 2013.

Private Residential Construction Spending:

Private Nonresidential Spending: 

Public Construction Spending: 

� 0.2 %

� 0.8 %

� 15 %

� 9.7 %

� 2.5 %

� 11 %
for January over 12 months 

for January over 12 months 

for January over 12 months 

Median Backlog in Months by Construction Segment, Q1 2009 - Q4 2013

Jan. 
2014

Feb. 
2014

% 
Change

Feb. 
2013

Feb. 
2014

Dodge Momentum Index 119.7 116.5 -2.6 102.9 116.5

Commercial Building 116.9 114.9 -1.7 101.3 114.9

Institutional Building 123.1 118.5 -3.7 104.9 118.5

Nationwide
50.7�

The graph provides a look at the median backlog in months of work for the
commercial and institutional construction segments,which peaked in the third
quarter of 2011. Source: Associated Builders and Contractors, Construction Backlog Indicator

Commercial & Institutional
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Introducing Keralite Select from Vetrotech. Our advanced composition, combined  with patent-pending  

surface polishing technology, creates a float-like surface  quality for the sharpest, most accurate color viewing 

glass in its class. Keralite Select  stands out from other fire-rated glass ceramics with a 97.1 color rendering index, 

high VLT, and the lowest haze value available. See for yourself. Request a free sample by calling us  

at 1-888-803-9533 or visit www.vetrotechUSA.com/keralite-select.aspx  

SEE US AT GLASS TEXPO 2014
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Digital Printing Transforms the
Fabricated Glass Industry
by Ellen Rogers and Carl Levesque

Not Just a
Pretty Face
Not Just a
Pretty Face

Just press print: GlasSource recently added a digital glass printer in anticipation of meeting a growing market demand.
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S ure it’s pretty, but what else
does it do? A lot, now that you
mention it. 

The digital printing process is bring-
ing a new level of functionality to glass. It
offers the ability to control light and can
also address security and privacy con-
cerns. Simply put, fabricators employing
this equipment can print digital color im-
ages on glass quickly. 

“Fabricators such as ourselves
offering full solutions under one
roof have the added advantage of
minimizing product being damaged
in transit between, say, our facility and
a third party printer,” says Peter Valley,
who works in strategic consulting in
North America for Carey Glass Interna-
tional, which is headquartered in Tip-
perary, Ireland, and also has offices in
New York.
Carey Glass spent five years and thou-
sands of dollars in research and develop-
ment before choosing a digital solution.
“[Our CEO] believed there was a vi-
able market in digital printing and, as
it ended up, he came upon the device at
a trade show and purchased the only
machine presently in the British Isles,”
says Valley.
Here in the U.S. fabricators are adding
digital printing lines at an accelerated
pace. Companies such as GlasSource in
Grand Haven, Mich., Hartung Glass In-
dustries based in Seattle, and Standard
Bent Glass in Butler, Pa., are among
those that have all added this process to
their decorative glass offerings. 
Jim Arnold, president of GlasSource,
says he and his team have seen these
machines at trade shows over the past
few years. 
“Although interested in the process
and results, we did not see a market
niche to offset the high costs at first,”
says Arnold, who adds that eventually
demand developed for certain prod-
ucts. The company began to fill orders
through local UV glass printers, with
the majority of those orders being for
graphics or signage. 
“This worked okay, but outsourcing
was a hassle, and the end result was
quite fragile, so it limited the applica-
tions,” says Arnold. 
Then came the increase in requests
for permanent designs—those that

could be done through silkscreening.
Yet the jobs were often too small for the
economics to work, both cost- and
time-wise, for that process. 
Hartung also noticed the increasing
trend. “Decorative glass is one of [our
company’s] strategic initiatives,” says
COO Kirk Johnson. “Even though [we]
offer one of the widest selections of dec-
orative glass products on the West Coast,
we see this as a continually growing area.”
Both companies responded by pur-
chasing a digital printer. GlasSource’s ma-
chine was installed in late January, and
now the team is experimenting with pro-
duction techniques, running samples,
doing advanced training with represen-
tatives from their machinery supplier,
and fielding inquiries from interested
customers. While samples have already
been put to use, the company plans to
start officially generating product from
the machine in May, after a previously
planned move to another facility. 
The move may have dictated, but allot-
ting time to learn the machine has turned
out to be an important step. “For compa-
nies like ours without strong prior graph-
ics or print backgrounds, there is a good
learning curve to the process,” Arnold ex-
plains, “but with the time we have had …
we have been able to really develop our
processes [and] to develop a top-quality
product that we feel will be a growing seg-
ment for us over the next year.”
Hartung’s machine is scheduled to
arrive in mid-2014 at the company’s
Wilsonville, Ore., facility. Johnson’s
company made the purchase after con-

sidering not only market demand but
what other functions the machine
could effectively take on. 
“After researching demand and re-
viewing our screenprinting capacity and
tracking what portion of screen printing
could be converted to digital printing to
make it cost effective for us, the machine
ROI’s out fairly well,” Johnson says. 
While such an addition can be lucra-
tive in the end, there are still a number
of considerations for which a fabricator
must account.
“One of the main challenges is pricing,”

says Valley. “For example, we did several
runs for a perspective client wishing to
replace a marble installation with a mar-
ble effect glass. On one run we used the
highest definition possible taking
roughly one hour to process. On the sec-
ond run we reduced the definition mar-
ginally yet achieved a similar coverage in
16 minutes, only the keenest most par-
ticular eye would be able to notice the dif-
ferences in output. Yet as you can
imagine, the pricing for the second job
would theoretically come in at a quarter
of the first. Every job is unique and offer-
ing per square foot estimates or pricing
can be a challenge for us and the client.”
Unique indeed. Digitally printed
glass provides architects and designers
the ability to create a one-of-a-kind
aesthetic. Take a look at the photo
gallery that follows for a closer look at
how companies are using this exciting
new product.   

Points to Ponder
If your company has been considering the addition of a digital glass print-

ing line you’ll want to be sure and do your research before making any final
decisions. Here are a few points to keep in mind before making your final
selection.
• Is it capable of printing reliably and consistently what you hope or need

to print?
• Where do you get consumables, such as ink, and what are the costs and

lead times?
• How long has the machinery supplier or technology been deployed (i.e.

experience)?
• Do you already have staff with graphic arts and design software back-

ground?
• What about support equipment and the related expense; a high quality

glass washer, a clean room and a dryer may be required. For ceramic ink
you must also temper in house. Most of these are far more expensive
than the printer itself.

continued on page 30
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Not Just a Pretty Face
continued from page 29

In Remembrance
The Colorado Freedom Memorial located in Aurora,

Colo., is constructed of digitally printed glass that reflects
Colorado’s mountains and blue skies. Designed by archi-
tect Kristoffer Kenton and fabricated by Owatonna, Minn.-
based Viracon, the wall stands approximately 12-feet tall
and 95-feet wide. Each of the names of the nearly 6,000
Coloradans killed or missing in action were etched in the
glass panels dedicated to the specific war in which they
fought. In the case of the MIAs, their names will be etched
in a special panel of glass.
As the visitor looks at the glass, it will reflect back

his/her own image so that the visitor actually becomes
a part of the memorial. The height of
the glass and the reflected surround-
ings will seem to loom over the visi-
tor and then fade away—all symbolic
of service men and women falling in
action. J.R. Butler Inc. based in Den-
ver, Colo., was the contract glazier.

Digitally printed glass was used
in the Colorado Freedom
Memorial, which pays tribute to
nearly 6,000 Coloradans killed
or missing in action.
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Not Just a Pretty Face
continued from page 30

Colorful, glass patterns can be printed directly onto glass to provide a
unique aesthetic.

Fade to Light
The Palo Alto Medical Foundation

Sunnyvale Center is a nonprofit
healthcare organization within the
San Francisco Bay area. The project
features colorful glass installations
fabricated by GGI in Secaucus, N.J.,
using its Alice direct-to-glass printing
technology. According to information
from the company, architect/designer
Larry Kirkland worked with the tech-
nology as it provided a way to gradu-
ally fade the custom green leaf design
from a full opacity at the bottom to a
more translucent version of the pat-
tern toward the top. By incorporating
the fade into the pattern, the project
was able to achieve more natural sun-
light, which led to shadows of the pat-
tern projected into the building when
the sun shines through.
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Taking Flight
The millions of people traveling

through Chicago O’Hare International
Airport can now see and experience the
new digitally printed glass elements
used in the renovation of terminal five.
Designed by Epstein Architects, Goldray
Industries was charged with digital ce-
ramic printing of almost 4,000 square
feet of glass. The detailed graphics
were designed by Thirst Communica-
tion Design to convey a story of the trav-
eler’s experience. The imagery resulted
in complex design details that needed
a unique solution.
The completed project features a two-

story interior curtainwall that blocks entry
to private areas and directs foot traffic to
the security checkpoint. The color bands
and geometric shapes of the designed
glass were printed in a gradient to ensure

the flow of natural light without diminish-
ing its privacy function. The wall was in-
stalled using clips instead of silicon to
maintain the aesthetic quality of the
design, which seamlessly continues
onto the printed glass wall cladding.
“We worked through all the various

color and design options until onemet
all expectations,” says Greg Saroka,
president of Goldray Industries.
A number of contract glaziers

worked on this job including Archi-
tectural Glass Works in Tinley Park,

Ill. and VEI Supply of Chicago. �

E l l e n  R o g e r s
is the editor of
USGlass
magazine. Follow
her on Twitter
@USGlass and

like USGlass on Facebook to receive
updates. C a r l  L e v e s q u e is a
contributing writer for USGlass magazine.

O’Hare International Airport is now
home to a digitally printed glass
application, that incorporates nearly
4,000 square feet of glass.
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Refining Art
Some Decorative Glass Fabricators Find 
Interlayers Best for High-Resolution Images
B y  M e g a n  H e a d l e y
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Printed interlayers used in
laminated glass, such as
this elevator feature wall
in a financial institution,
can be used to bring both
aesthetics and safety.
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hen it comes to decorative glass options,
end-users are finding that the sky is the
limit. However, fabricators are more
likely to pick and choose the options that
they find offer the biggest bang for their
investment bucks while meeting market

demand. Although a growing number of
companies are opting today to print images direct-to-glass
(see page 28), others see printed interlayers as having qual-
ity advantages that can’t quite be matched by other processes. 

Quality Shows
Liquidoranges Studio LLC in Sharon,Mass., touts its dec-

orative glass products as “fine art” in glass. The company
uses a laser-exposed film interlayer within its laminated
glass, which it says offers “flawless, continuous tone, ultra-
high resolution quality.” 
According to Reese Schroeder, president of Liquidoranges,

that level of quality simply isn’t possible when printing di-
rect-to-glass. 
According to Schroeder, “RGB provides maximum color

saturation and is natural for translucent imagery, versus
CMYK, which is designed for printing on paper and has in-
herent compromises. Ink-based printing is typically CMYK.
Our interlayer is designed for maximum projective quality,
where light passing through our glass projects the color
within the glass accurately across spaces and onto surfaces.”
Robert Carlson, mechanical engineer with Tristar Glass in

Tulsa, Okla., says that this transparency is a quality of printed
laminated interlayers that direct printing just can’t match. 
“To me, the big advantage of glass is its transparency.

That’s what sets it apart from all the other media out there,”
Carlson points out. “With direct-to-glass printing, if you want
to be able to see through the image you have to pixelate the
image you’re printing. There aren’t transparent ceramic inks.”
If you’re going to the trouble of creating a detailed image

on glass, as compared to on a wall, your art should harness
the transparency of this medium. “Getting that transparency
is one of the benefits of printing on the transparent film and
laminating it in the glass,” Carlson says. “When light passes
through the transparent print, it actually casts that color of
light down on the ground. It’s like stained glass: when light
comes through stained glass you see the blues and yellows

and reds of the image casting those colored shadows on the
ground. It’s the same thing with the transparent images of
the laminated glass.”
Karen Elkin, president of Classic Glass Inc. in Bladensburg,

Md., adds that the transparency allows the product to be
edge-lit for beautiful effects.
Classic Glass’ laminated glass features a polyester film

printed by Australia-based Montage Graphic. Elkin also has
found that printed interlayers offer extremely high resolu-
tion, clarity and translucency that she has never seen with
printed graphics and/or images.
Of course, there also are certain properties inherent to lam-

inated glass that add to the benefits (if also the cost) of this
decorative option. 
“A smooth glass finish on both sides means that it can be

installed as a room divider and will look the same from both
sides,” Elkin points out. 
Carlson adds that laminating an image protects it better

than surface printing. “Whenever you’re laminating some-
thing that image is encapsulated in the laminate, so you can’t
really get at it whereas if you’re printing on glass somebody
could potentially scratch the ceramic frit,” he says. “Some-
body would have to attack it pretty hard, but they might be
more inclined to scratch at a fritted surface than a smooth
glass surface.” 
In addition, laminated glass itself offers protection that

other products cannot. 
“We subscribe to laminated safety glass as a better archi-

tectural solution for most applications, as it provides greater
protection from injury under catastrophic failure, as well as
acoustical properties important to hard surface interiors,”
Schroeder says.

Versus Direct Printing
Liquidoranges has had little call to consider direct-to-

glass printing, which, Schroeder acknowledges, does have
its positive attributes. “We have not considered migrating
to that process,” he says. “Our clients regularly comment
on the unbelievable quality we achieve in glass, compared
to printed PVB or other technologies. For us, it is criti-
cally important to preserve the light quality passing

w

continued on page 36
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through our glass, and we believe inks, dyes and ceram-
ics risk altering that transparency.” 

He explains that the advantage of working with a
printed interlayer is the opportunity it affords for mixing
“opacity with transparency, including white over clear.”
According to Schroeder, “We cannot do that with our tech-
nology without a great deal of highly skilled artistry hand
work in the clean room.”

James Thornburg, product manager for Columbus, Ohio-
based Trudeco, the decorative glass arm of Trulite, agrees
that interlayers lend themselves to high-quality imaging.
“[Trudeco’s] Visual HD is a proprietary process we devel-
oped over six years ago. It produces one of the highest DPI
in the industry, and I am certain we would not have been
able to replicate some of our completed installations using
digitally printed ceramic frit. In fact, Visual HD was born
out of a need for higher quality resolution in laminated
glass. When the technology first emerged on the scene we

were not pleased with the results, so our design team collab-
orated with industry experts to develop a process that would
surpass anything in production,” he says.

“That being said,” he notes, “I know we have some
wonderfully complex installations taking place using [di-
rect-to-glass printing] that would be difficult to replicate
using Visual HD.”

For example, Thornburg says that monolithic printing is
an obvious advantage to the direct-to-glass process that can-
not be replicated using digitally printed interlayers.

Schroeder notes that his company had performed initial
research at its startup, examining the use of digital printing
as well as PVB printing solutions. “At the time, in our opin-
ion, neither technology came close to the quality of color,
depth, transparency and projective aspect we achieve with
our interlayer process,” he says. “If we were to reconsider di-
rect printing, we would need extensive testing for side-by-
side comparison evaluation.” 

Likewise, Carlson had joined Tristar right as the company
was investing in an autoclave lamination system. 

“We tried 16 different film types, seven different printers
and five different kinds of laminate until we found a combi-

36 USGlass, Metal & Glazing  |  April 2014 www.usglassmag.com

Refining Artcontinued from page 35

continued on page 38

Located in Westerville, Ohio, Mount Carmel St. Ann’s features
a stained glass aesthetic constructed in a laminated/
insulating glass unit.
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To me the big advantage 
of glass is its transparency. 

That’s what sets it apart 
from all the other 
media out there. 

With direct printing to glass, 
if you want to be able to 
see through the image 

you have to pixelate the image 
that you’re printing. 

There aren’t transparent 
ceramic inks.

—Robert Carlson, Tristar Glass
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USA Branch:    BESANA - LOVATI Inc.: 2570 Viceroy Drive 
Winston - Salem, N.C. 27103 USA
Tel. + 1 336 7685504  - Fax. + 1 336 7687549
e-mail: BesLov@aol.com - www.besanalovati.com

West Coast:    Tel. + 1 562 6963607  - Fax. + 1 562 6961678

Glass is very fragile, yet the machinery for handling
glass must be extremely rugged...carefully and 
deliberately engineered with working muscle to spare.
Glass working machinery is subject to a constant spray
of water and grit, yet it must deliver reliable power and
precision and be designed for dependable around-the-
clock operation.
You can afford to break a piece of glass but you can’t
afford machinery breakdown.
Besana Machinery delivers on all these counts...and
does it with muscle to spare
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The William H. Gross Stamp
Gallery is a new $66million ad-
dition to the National Postal

Museum at the Smithsonian Institu-
tion in Washington, D.C., the world’s
largest museum gallery dedicated to
philately, the study of stamps and
postal history. While the 12,000-
square-foot interior of the museum
displays a number of dynamic ex-
hibits, unique artifacts and rare
stamps, the exterior of the gallery
needed its own eye-catching element
to entice visitors and to stand out
from other nearby attractions.
The architectural firm of Cho Benn

Holback and Associates, decided to

create an exterior wall of 54 illumi-
nated windows portraying reproduc-
tions of individual stamps on display
inside. AGC Glass Co. North America
was selected to support the unique
design requirements needed to make
this new addition stand out. By com-
bining its Krystal Klear® low-iron glass
and the digital imaging technology uti-
lized to produce Krystal Images™, the
company was able to successfully
replicate the original stamp images
with exacting color. AGC worked
closely with the design team to give
the stamps the exact color saturation
they required.
To help bring each of the 54 stamp

reproductions to life, the glass was
used in the exterior windows. The
high-resolution print technology of
Krystal Images allowed for images to
display up to 1,440 DPI. This glass
was combined with an outboard lite of
Energy Select™ 63 low-E glass to cre-
ate an energy-efficient insulating
glass unit.
The completed project, installed

by Ridgeview Glass Inc. based in
Upper Marlboro, Md., features ap-
proximately 1,500 square feet of
the glass that provides a striking
nighttime glow depicting how the
history of stamps is intertwined with
the history of America.

AGC worked with printed interlayers to create the decorative, laminated glass used in the National Postal Museum
at the Smithsonian.
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Refining Artcontinued from page 36

Project Spotlight: Stamp of Approval
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nation that would hold up for the long
term,wouldn’t fade over time,had great
adhesion and was a reliable product
that we could produce on a consistent
basis.” Five years ago, direct-to-glass
printing was still a new phenomenon
and a big investment. Even today, he
points out, “To go down the direct-to-
print glass road, you can’t just buy a
printer.” In addition to big equipment
costs, Carlson points out that direct-to-
glass printing typically requires a full-
time graphics employee to work with
the technology. 

“The first direct-to-glass printer I saw
… was in a room and they had this great
set up and a graphics person who would
take the images that they got in and
would color shift the image so that when
the inks fired, they would shift to be the
color that they were supposed to be. 

“I know there’s some color shifting
there, so you really have to have some-
body who understands how to put this
ink down and how to compose those
files, etc.,” Carlson continues. “That’s a
significant investment and not neces-
sarily an easy person to find. And if you
do find that person you don’t want
them sitting around until you get work;
you want them to be constantly exper-
imenting or constantly using the ma-
chine. If you’re only turning this
machine on once a month basically
every time you go to turn it on it’s going
to be a new learning curve.” 

Schroeder agrees that the investment
required today for direct-to-glass print-
ing makes it cost-prohibitive for compa-
nies considering adding decorative
laminated glass to their inventory as a
from-time-to-time artistic option rather
than a full-time, stock dedication. 

“Because we are first a decorative glass
design studio, we feel that the enormous
investment required to enter into direct
printing would radically alter our business
plan,” Schroeder says. “It would demand
that we convert to volume production of
‘anyone and everyone’ else’s artworks in
lieu of our studio efforts. Our company’s
role in decorative art glass for architecture
is singularly focused on the principle of in-
tegrating art with architecture. For us, this
does not include standardized patterns,

decorations and other graphics in glass.”
He notes that the company has investi-
gated contracting with companies that do
have the printing equipment in-house, but
have found their pricing to be prohibitively
expensive, on the order of magnitude of
two to four times. 

Guiding the Customer
Whatever the decorative option in

which fabricators ultimately invest, one
way to achieve a big bang for the buck is to
help steer customers toward the best solu-
tion for their project—whether or not that

option is available in your shop. 
“Classic Glass has, on occasion, out-

sourced direct-to-glass printing from a
local company when inexpensive color
graphics are desired,” Elkin says. She
has found this process to be relatively
inexpensive, “but is really only useful as
one-sided signage (installed with a
clear glass front surface) because the
inks are not permanent,” she says.

Sometimes the best solution is simply
helping the customer understand the

continued on page 40
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benefits of each option available to them.
“When you’re putting something in

glass you’re always fighting against
vinyl because it’s a readily available
option; it’s something that people
know and it’s got the benefit of being
temporary,” Carlson says. He shares
that he spends a good deal of time ex-
plaining to customers how best to uti-
lize the qualities that printed
interlayers offer.

“I was talking to the Oklahoma City
Thunder at one point and they were ask-
ing what image to do … [I explained]
that you want to put in glass something
timeless, like your logo, which is not
going to change,” Carlson says.

“When fabricating and designing
any highly customizable product,
proper channels of communication
are key,” Thornburg agrees. “The
glaziers and fabricators need to un-
derstand the design intent, while
owners and designers need to under-

Refining Artcontinued from page 39

Each technology serves a unique purpose,” finds James
Thornburg, product manager for Trulite Trudeco in Colum-
bus, Ohio. Trudeco produces a Visual HD printed interlayer

in Columbus, Ohio; the company also employs a digitally printed ceramic
frit technology in Freemont, Calif., and traditional ceramic silkscreen in
several other locations, giving the company a unique perspective on mar-
ket demand, client insight and best practices.

Robert Carlson, mechanical engineer with Tristar Glass in Tulsa, Okla.,
agrees that each technology has its own benefits. “I don’t think one is
necessarily better than the other in terms of the overall performance of
the glass,” he says. “They both have their pros and cons and it all de-
pends on the situation.”

Thornburg explains, “Traditional silkscreen was born out of necessity to con-
trol solar heat gain, but digital ceramic frit and digitally printed interlayers
were developed as a response to the rising sophistication of the client. Digi-
tal ceramic frit spoke to high-volume, exterior installations, and digitally
printed interlayers were mainly reserved for aesthetically complex, medium-
volume, interior installations. Compared to traditional ceramic frit, both allow
for increased control and customization while utilizing the benefits of rapid
prototyping. It’s safe to say all three technologies have their own merits, but
we are beginning to see more and more requests for customization from the
owner, designer and glazier respectively.”

To Each His Own?
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Call Today and ask for Nikki 
to receive our free catalog
1-800-352-0800 ext. 129
Fax: 610-534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Window Opening Control Devices (WOCD) 
Keeps children from falling out of windows by limiting 
the opening of windows.

Available in Standard and Reverse Retrofit Single Action for 
single/double-hung windows, and Reverse Retrofit Dual Action 
for sliding windows. ASTM F2090-2008 and 2010 Compliant.

Don’t forget to ask for our Weather 
Stripping/Seal Profile Brochure 
when calling for your Free Catalog

stand the engineering capabilities.
Working in harmony, you can take
measures to reduce costs and other
headaches. As a result, I would rec-
ommend every designer and specifi-
cation writer work with a glass
professional to better understand
nominal sizing, print capabilities and
production times therein.”
Like any product on the market

today, all of these printing processes
have inherent strengths and limitations,
Thornburg says. However, working with
an array of decorative options allows
for exciting design opportunities. 
Each plays a vital role in the in-

dustry, but also complement one an-
other quite well,” Thornburg says.  �

Megan Headley is special
projects editor for USGlass
magazine. She can be
reached at
mheadley@glass.com.

Printed interlayers can provide
aesthetics in addition to trans-
parency, such as in Miami
University’s Upham Hall.
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W
ith the amount of new
construction expected
to increase next year,
that will likely mean a

need for more glass on these projects.
In what could be described as an ef-
fort to prepare for increased demand,
many glass companies are making
plans to enhance their capabilities.
How so? Within the next 12 months
more than half of the industry’s com-
panies expect to purchase new equip-
ment; more than a third have firm
plans to purchase, but have yet to say
just when they plan to do so. These
are just some of the findings of a re-
cent research project conducted by
USGlass magazine to learn more
about plans companies have regard-
ing machinery purchases and buying
trends.
To gauge readers’ machinery buy-

ing plans, questionnaires were sent to
three distinct groups: fabricator, con-
tract glazier and retailer subscribers.
Respondents answered questions
about not only when they plan to buy,
but also what types of equipment
they plan to buy, whether they are
considering new or used equipment
and the age of their current ma-
chines, among others.
The results in this section provide a

look at buying plans companies have
laid out for the future and serve as
the basis for an in-depth machinery
guide that will be featured in the Au-
gust 2014 issue. If your company has
plans to purchase new equipment
and/or machinery, or has done so in
the past year, we welcome your feed-
back and participation in the upcom-
ing Machinery Guide. Contact Ellen
Rogers at erogers@glass.com to tell
us about your recent and future ma-
chinery purchases. 

PURCHASING   

More than half of respondents plan to make machinery/equipment purchases
within the next 12 months; nearly 12 percent plan to do so within the next
two years while less than 2 percent plans to make a purchase within the next
three years.
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When do companies plan to purchase?

When asked to describe the type of machinery/equipment they plan to purchase,
the majority are doing so in an effort to either enhance current capabilities or add
on new production capabilities. (Note: multiple answers were allowed)

What led to your need for new equipment? 
We are purchasing equipment:
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continued on page 44

   POWER
USGlass Magazine 
Looks at 
Machinery Buying
Plans and Trends
by Ellen Rogers
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New or Used?
We plan to:

What do companies plan to purchase?

Most companies that responded told
us they are planning to purchase new
equipment; only a small percentage
will rebuild their current lines, while a
significant portion plans to do some
of both.

Trucks and transportation equipment top the list of what companies are
planning as far as future purchases. Edging equipment and tempering lines
followed in the number-two and number-three slots. While digital printing is
growing in popularity (see related article on page 28) only about 17 percent
of companies plan to purchase this equipment. (Note: Companies were
allowed to make multiple selections.)

More than 50% of
respondents plan to

purchase new
equipment; 8 percent

will rebuild.

More than 65% 
of respondents 

plan to purchase
trucks/transportation

equipment.
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11 Dansk Court,
Toronto, ONT.

N9W 5N6

tel: 416 674 3831
fax: 416 674 9323
www.fenzi-na.com
info@fenzi-na.com

Introducing
Fenzi Poliver, a
Two-Part
Polyurethane IG
Sealant
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Highest Quality
IG Sealants, 
Including Thiover
Polysulfide

�

Robotic or 
Manual Application
�

No Solvents, No
Lead, Hazard Free
�

Distributors of
IG Components,
Including Fenzi
Molver Desiccant,
Butylver PIB &
Hotver HM Butyl

�

Aluminum &
Warmedge Spacer
Profiles, Including
Stainless Steel

�

Call today to speak
with a technical sales
representative to solve
your IG Sealant needs.

Introducing
Fenzi Poliver, a
Two-Part
Polyurethane IG
Sealant

continued on page 46
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With how many suppliers have you had serious
discussions?

Will you increase your workforce?

Most respondents have narrowed their supplier selections to a tight few, as
more than 70 percent of have had serious purchase discussions with only one
to three companies; fewer than 2 percent are considering between seven and
ten potential suppliers.

Good news for employment numbers:
More than half of those surveyed
expect to increase their workforce as
a result of their upcoming purchase.

PURCHASING POWER
continued from page 43

SEE US AT GLASS TEXPO 2014

54.2%
of respondents say they will
increase their workforce as a result
of their equipment purchase.
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Busy in the
Northeast: Most of
the respondents, 35

percent, are located in
the Northeast, followed by
29 percent in the Midwest.
Only about 16 percent are
located in the Southeast

and 8 percent hail from the
West Coast region.

A

Percentage of Respondents from Each Area

Northeast
35.5%

Southeast
16.1%

Midwest
29.0%Southwest

8.1%

West Coast
8.1%

PURCHASING POWER
continued from page 44
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What is the average
age of your company’s
current machine?

Beveling Equipment
Average age: 10.2 years
Median age: 10 years

Digital Printing Equipment
Average age: 4.7 years
Median age: 4 years

Edging Equipment
Average age: 9.96 years
Median age: 8 years

Insulating Equipment
Average age: 7.7 years
Median age: 6 years

Laminating Equipment
Average age: 10.3 years
Median age: 9 years

Tempering Equipment
Average age: 6.5 years
Median age: 5 years

Trucks/Transportation
Average age: 6.96 years
Median age: 6 years

continued on page 48

New From Paul Bieber
Be Sure to Get Your Copy of

Paul’s new book
The Five Minute Consultant’s™ 

Solutions to Everyday 
Business Problems

Solutions 
to Everyday

Business
Problems

by Paul Bieber

Available on
amazon.com
Available on
amazon.com

Painted Glass 

Unlimited Colors 

Marker Boards Available 

Stock Sheets or Fabricated 

Summit Glass Coatings
1600 W. Evans Ave., Unit A
Englewood, CO 80110
P:(303)781-2161

www.summitglasscoatings.com
sales@summitglasscoatings.com
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E l l e n  R o g e r s is the
editor of USGlass
magazine. Follow her on
Twitter @USGlass and like
USGlass on Facebook to
receive updates. 
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Who Took Our Survey?
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What Matters Most?

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being most
important and 5 being least, cost of
the machine was the most important
buying factor for those surveyed. This
was followed by local service and
support and available facility size and
space. Not so important? Training and
educational resources. 

PURCHASING POWER
continued from page 47

The Broken
Tomato

And Other 
Business Parables
Order your copy today

on amazon.com

And New From Lyle R. Hill

The Broken TomatoThe Broken Tomato
And Other Business Parables
And Other Business Parables

By Lyle R. Hill

Are you tired of the

usual business

books?

• Sick of read
ing about m

oving

cheese and
 dysfunctio

nal

teams?

• Tired of lea
ning out in

stead of

the other d
irection?

• Not worried
 so much about

going from
 goodness 

on to

greatness a
s from here to no

where?

Then

“The Broken Tomato”

is for you.

In 42 busin
ess parable

s, Lyle

Hill will tea
ch you more about

business th
an you might learn in

a full caree
r.

And he’ll d
o so in suc

h a

charming, unassu
ming way tha

t

you might not rea
lize that yo

u

have been 
taught som

e lessons

of a lifetime...

Lyle R. Hill 
is the managing

director of 
Keytech No

rth

America, a full 
service pro

vider of

business an
d technical 

services

in the const
ruction indu

stry. He is

the former presiden
t of a large

Chicago co
ntract glazin

g

company, which
 he spent fo

rty

years buildi
ng into one

 of the top

ten nationa
l industry co

ntractors

in the coun
try.

The author 
of numerous

articles, he 
has also be

en an

anchor colu
mnist for the 

number

one magazine in h
is industry f

or

the past tw
enty-five ye

ars. 

Lyle and his
 wife, Sand

i, live in

Oak Brook,
 Illinois, nea

r their

three childr
en, Amy, Beth and

Patrick, and
 nine grand

children.

The Broken Tomato
By Lyle R. Hill

The Broken Tomato
By Lyle R. Hill

Praise for “The Br
oken Tomato”

“Nobody puts sto
ries with real business 

lessons together 
the way Lyle Hill does.

Take a Garrison K
eillor folk tale, ad

d an insightful Bu
ffet business lette

r and mix

it up with a Chicago-toug
h Mike Royko column, and you’ve got a

 Lyle Hill parable.”

–Debra Levy

Key Communications Inc.

“Lyle is the best c
olumnist in the busine

ss. You’ll be mystified by his wacky

characters and th
eir unique takes o

n business. I prom
ise when you are done

laughing at them, they will have taught yo
u a good busines

s lesson.”
–Paul Beiber

The Five Minute Business Co
nsultant™

“Hill's a sneaky g
uy and you gotta 

keep your eye on 
him. He tells some pretty

good stories too. 
Some of them might even be true.

 Anything else you
 want outta

me, you gotta talk t
o my lawyer.”                    

             
–Johnny “The Mooch” Rago

ISBN 978-0-9896311-1-2

U.S. $19.95ISBN 978-0-9896311-1-2

U.S. $19.95

About the Author:
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They say inVegas the eye in the sky
is watching us all, but it’s a differ-
ent “eye” that takes the stage once

a year when the contract glaziers head
into town. I-words, instead, were the
name of the game during the 2014
Building Envelope Contractors (BEC)
Conference, organized by the Glass As-
sociation of North America, which took
place March 16-18 at the Planet Holly-
wood Hotel & Casino. Here’s a look back
at five key themes that resonated
throughout this year’s event.

Insightful
Richard Beuke, PPG’s vice president

of flat glass, provided the opening
keynote address, with a look at antici-
pating and managing change in the
glass industry. One unique acronym
carried his entire presentation: VUCA.
This, he explained, is an acronym for
volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity, which was first used by the
military in planning for unpredictable
enemy invasions. 
“Business leaders have started to

adopt the same terminology,” he said,
explaining it provides a means for try-
ing to understand what happens in the
future. “The business of change is con-
stant,” he said. 
He provided a word-by-word break-

down of VUCA.
Volatility: Meaning sudden, unpre-

dictable change. Major events can cause
volatility and have an impact on our

lives, he said. Beuke described the com-
mercial construction market as a poster
child of volatility, having experienced
extreme shifts in demand. Even over-
building, he said, can cause fluctuations
and volatility. Looking at the glass in-
dustry specifically, he said a number of
companies are no longer supplying
coated glass, etc.
Uncertainty: meaning the possibil-

ity of multiple outcomes. This is hap-
pening even in terms of traditional
building assembly. Beuke said we are
starting to see early stages of modular
building in the construction industry,
and a number of projects are in the
works with modular pieces. 
“We don’t know where this trend will

go, but it might impact the traditional
contract glaziers,” he said. Another ex-
ample is in new building envelope de-
signs, such as dynamic glazing.  As this
trend evolves will the glazing contract
of the future also need to be an electri-
cal contractor?
Complexity: Signifying what’s intri-

cate or difficult. This type of change re-
quires high levels of capabilities and
competencies, he said, adding that we
are seeing increasing complexity in the
construction industry. Even selecting
glass can be a complex process for ar-
chitects he said, as there are an esti-
mated 2000+ low-E products in the
LBNL windows library. 
“Designs are more complex today

than they were 10 to 20 years ago,” he

said, comparing the stick and unitized
systems to the new “origami,” non-lin-
ear designs. “We’re adding tremendous
complexity to the envelope,” he said. 
Ambiguity: Such as interpreting a sit-

uation more than one way. Beuke cited
the advent of LEED and green building
as examples. “Did you ever foresee/imag-
ine we’d talk about environmental prod-
uct declarations, cradle-to-cradle, etc.?”
He also offered questions to consider:
what will the consumer of the future
want? What impact will it have on con-
struction? What will modern society do
now and in the future?
“What will be your approach to

change? VUCA helps us understand and
anticipate change and prepare for the
change we know will come,” he added.
And speaking of glass specifically, he

said, “Complexity is what keeps us up
at night … [there are] a lot of chal-
lenges on the float glass side.”

Interactive
When Jon Kimberlain of Dow Corn-

ing Corp., welcomed attendees during
the opening address, the chair of the
BEC Conference told the crowd that this
year’s event was designed to be interac-
tive. And several panel discussions took
place, covering a range of topics, begin-
ning with a look at different types of
glazing systems. The program also in-
cluded discussions with groups of both
consultants and fabricators. 
While microphones were set up

The “I” in the Sky
BEC Sessions Hone in 

On Industry Knowledge 
by Ellen Rogers
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throughout the room where attendees
could stand and ask questions, that was
not the direction they took. Instead they
opted to text in their queries. In the first
session someone, for example, asked about
the expected life cycle of different types of
glazing systems. Larry Carbary with Dow
Corning said the honest answer is “I don’t
know.” He said in June there will be an
ASTM symposium on the durability of ad-
hesives and sealants, and noted that the
first silicone job was in 1958 and is now
being restored. He said it’s (the silicone)
still rubbery and flexible like it’s new.

A question about increasingly larger
lites of glass was asked during the fabri-
cator panel. Panelists agreed this is a
trend they are seeing. Rick Wright with
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope® added it
seems to be a very niche market, pointing
out that most of these large units are
coming in from Europe. “The reality is at
some point there will be a need for re-
placement,” he said, stressing that’s a con-
sideration that will need to be taken into
account as these projects are designed.

Innovative
Building facades are changing. That

was a message Mic Patterson of Enclos
Corp. brought to the conference, as he
looked at innovation and rapid evolu-
tion in building skin technology.

“The thing about innovation is it’s
not magic,” he said. “It involves research
and development  and investment of re-
sources.” He said in North America the
glazing industry has not invested
enough in research and development
and as a result technology here is be-
hind that of Europe.  

He asked the question, “What are the
drivers of change going on right now?”

“I’m an advocate for more stringent
building codes,” he said. “I saw what hap-
pened in the 1970s and 1980s in Europe
where energy efficiency was mandated
by law,” he said. “And that drove develop-
ments in an amazing fashion that put 
Europe probably 20 years ahead of the
U.S. We [in the U.S.] spend time arguing
about whether double-skin facades really
have merit … and they just build them
over there. More stringent codes will 
benefit the industry.”

Patterson also said to expect a lot
of change in terms of analysis and
evaluation.

Informative
GANA energy codes consultant Tom

Culp provided an update on some
changes and developments in the codes
arena, taking a looking at the continu-
ing “battle for the wall.” In January, he
explained, the glass industry was suc-
cessful in defeating the ASHRAE 189.1
addendum that would have reduced
window-to-wall ratio by 30 percent.

“We won, but we can’t rest on our lau-
rels,” said Culp. “There is huge pressure
at [ASHRAE] 90.1 for the next step in
window performance requirement in
the 2016 edition, and window-to-wall
area will come up again as part of it.”

Speaking of ASHRAE 90.1, Culp said
the trend is toward increased strin-
gency, particularly in terms of window
requirements, pointing out they are see-
ing a decrease in U-factor, while solar
heat gain is pretty much stable.

He said the 2013 edition of 90.1 is
overall good for the industry: there is
no reduction in glazing; no new minimum
visible transmittance requirements; there
are expanded daylighting/orientation re-
quirements; the envelope trade-off
method includes credit for daylight and
shading but not reducing window area;
and there was no relaxation in air leakage
requirements.

Investigative
Courtney Little, owner and general

counsel of Ace Glass delved into a
topic about which many contract
glaziers were unaware: OSHA’s pro-
posed crystalline silica rule. OSHA is
proposing a reduction in the permis-
sible exposure limit of crystalline sil-
ica for the construction industry.

“Silica is the most common construc-
tion and manufacturing material in the
world,” said Little, adding that it’s nearly
impossible to control on a jobsite.

“You will have to use HEPA vacuums,
wet methods and no dry sweeping—I
can’t imagine a jobsite without  a
broom; I can’t imagine how you will be
able to enforce or do this on a
jobsite,” he said.

Little said the rule change
could be extremely costly. He
noted that OSHA estimates the
cost to be $658 million annually
for compliance, averaging
$1,242 per year in real business.

According to Little, OSHA concludes
that for construction, most or all costs
arising from this proposed rule would
be passed on in higher processes then
absorbed in lost profits, about a 5- to 7-
percent increase.

He said the rule will also require in-
creased training, initial training, ongo-
ing training and updates. He explained
employees will have to demonstrate
their knowledge of the training subjects
in written tests, etc.  It will mean slower
production (putting on protective gear
and taking it off every day) and estab-
lishing/policing avid restrictive areas.

There will also be the cost of em-
ployee health monitoring, including an
initial health exam for employees who
may be exposed to silica as well as fol-
low up exams every six months. Other
costs may include retaining an indus-
trial hygienist to test each job site,
which costs $200 to $400 per test; pur-
chasing/maintaining personal protec-
tive equipment; and higher costs of
materials from suppliers who are sub-
jected to the same costs.

For more on the BEC Conference look
to www.usglassmag.com for our daily
video coverage from the event.  �

Ellen Rogers is the editor of
USGlass magazine. Follow her
on Twitter @USGlass and like
USGlass on Facebook to
receive updates. 

Tom Culp gave an informative codes
update during the recent BEC
Conference.
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storefrontand
curtainwall

A New Kind of
Coral 

The FrontLine Se-
ries FL550T thermally
broken, impact-resis-
tant storefront system
from Coral Architec-
tural Products is a 21⁄2-

inch by 5-inch center glazed screw
spline system for 15⁄16-inch insulating,
laminated safety glass. It is designed to
incorporate the company’s high-per-
formance sub-sill flashing; Hydraulic
CoraPunch or drill jig fabrication op-
tions are available, as well. FL550T can
be exterior or interior glazed and inte-
grates with FL500 door frames and
HR281 or HR381 wet or dry glazed en-
trance systems.
According to the company, the sys-

tem has been independently tested to
meet the high velocity hurricane zone

requirements of Miami-Dade County,
Florida Building Code and the Interna-
tional Building Code. It has passed TAS
201, 202, 203 testing protocols for both
large and small missile applications,
and has also been tested with various
glass options to meet the thermal,
structural and budgetary needs of dif-
ferent types of projects. 
��� www.coralap.com

machineryand
equipment
Definitely
High Def
Digital 

Cefla Finishing
Group has expanded its glass decora-
tion with new, high-definition digital
printing processes with the Pixart line.

Using a high-resolution ink
jet system, virtually any de-
sign which can be digitized

can be printed, and now, a newly-de-
veloped Cefla UV ceramic ink chem-
istry will create a frit surface—after
curing and tempering—that the com-
pany says offers color depth, durability
and scratch-resistance. The UV-curing
process also allows a faster production
speed and output than the evaporation
or oven-based drying systems required
with traditional ceramic frit inks, ac-
cording to the company.
Pixart can be applied to almost any
type of flat glass that can be safely
subjected to the UV curing process.
The machine is available in North

America through Salem Distributing.
��� www.ceflafinishinggroup.com

Sharp as an Arrow
The Tecglass Vitrojet digital printers

are available in North America through
Arrow Systems Inc. The printers contain
eight color ceramic inkjet heads: six reg-
ular, red, blue, green, yellow, white and
black, and two optional channels for
special effects. The optional colors in-
clude pure magenta, platinum, anti-skid,

ShowCase
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switchableglazing
An Innovative Switch
Innovative Glass Corp. is promoting its liquid crystal switchable pri-

vacy glass, also known as LC Privacy Glass, or eGlass®, which can be
used in a variety of applications including doors for intensive care
unit (ICU) applications. The laminated glass has an electrified film
imbedded within the glass and switches from clear to frosted white
at the touch of a button.
In the unpowered, default state, the glass is completely obscure,

providing what the company says is 100 percent privacy from both
sides while still allowing light to pass through. When electricity is pro-
vided, the molecules in the film reorient and the glass becomes clear.
LC Privacy Glass has no moving parts, and the lamination makes

it virtually soundproof, according to the company.
This glass can be installed in fixed walls, partitions and sliding

walls, as well as in swinging and sliding/breakaway doors found in
ICUs and emergency rooms, among other types of projects. Wiring
methods range from simple door loops to electrified hinges, or so-
phisticated and proprietary power transfer systems for the
sliding/breakaway doors.
The company adds that the glass can be controlled via a wall switch,

motion detector, remote control or from a nurse’s station. In the event
of a power failure, the glass always defaults to the private state.
��� www.innovativeglasscorp.com

LC Privacy Glass is designed to switch from
transparent (above) to opaque at the flip of a
switch.
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Pantone/RAL,
frosted/acid etch,

among others. According to
the companies this equipment is suit-
able for all indoor and outdoor applica-
tions and large-scale architectural
projects. The line prints on glass from
widths of 63 inches to 130 inches wide
and up to 40 feet in length, with a print
resolution of 1440 by 720 dpi and print
speeds up to 900 square feet/hour.

The Vitrojet is available in two mod-
els, the CR and MT. The MT has a mov-
ing table to carry the glass for the entire
process, while the CR has a suction cup
technology to lift and transport the
glass. According to the companies, the
printers have a patented ink recircula-
tion system at the nozzle level, designed
to save users time as the nozzles are al-
ways ready to fire. 

Tempering after printing will cure
the ceramic ink, baking it in as a part
of the glass. 
��� www.arrsys.com

glass
An Ideal Combination

Transpa rent ,
solar control, low-
E glasses are ele-
vated to new levels
of clarity and solar
control with Solar-
ban 67 glass by
PPG, according to
the company.

Engineered with
a proprietary dou-
ble-silver, mag-
netron-sputtered
vacuum deposi-
tion (MSVD) coat-
ing, Solarban 67
glass offers a vi-

brant, neutral appearance. Clear glass
is standard, but it can also be specified
with blue, green and earth-toned on the
second or third surface of an insulating
glass unit. 
��� www.ppgideascapes.com �
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Mirrors • Vanities
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NewsMakers

appointments
Burghard Schneider is the new CEO of

Bystonic glass Group. He succeeds Andre
Brütsch. In his position, Schneider also will
become a member of the Conzzeta AG man-
agement group.
Schneider earned his doctorate in machine

construction at Munich Technical University.
He spent ten years with Schott AG, where he
held a number of senior posts. Most recently,
he worked for the Felss Group, which is in-

volved in machinery and systems engineering.

Juha Liettyä has been appointed senior vice president for
Glaston’s machines business area. 
Previously, Liettyä headed the machines business area’s

heat treatment product line. He joined Glaston in 1986 and
has been a member of the executive management group
since 2007.
Roberto Quintero, senior vice president of the pre-pro-

cessing product line of the company’s machines business
area and a member of the executive management group, left
the company in late February by joint agreement. 

Bonded Technology Corp. appointed
Michael Newman as president.
He comes to the position with more than

24 years of experience in the architectural
laminated metal panel industry.

Steve Chen, executive vice
president of Crystal Window &
Door Systems, has assumed the
title of chief operating officer. Crystal founder
and president Thomas Chen assumes the title
of CEO.
Since joining the company’s executive ranks

in 2005, Steve Chen has expanded his scope of
responsibility for the general operations of the
company. In addition to running all the New

York-based main production and headquarters operations,
he directs branch offices and the national sales organization,
and provides oversight for the door and window production
facility in Chicago. He is also president of Crystal Extrusions,
the company’s wholly owned aluminum extrusion sub-
sidiary, and coordinates operations with an affiliated manu-
facturer in California. 
Thomas Chen launched Crystal Window &

Door Systems in 1990 and has led company
growth and expansion, with products now dis-
tributed in more than 35 states. As CEO he will
focus primarily on strategic initiatives related
to new markets, manufacturing expansion
plans, entrepreneurial ventures into related in-
dustries and overseas activities. 

newhires
OptiGas/Integrated Automation Systems hired Ryan

McHugh as vice president of sales. In addition to sales and
customer service, he will provide gas-filling and testing
system installation, training and engineering support.
McHugh, who is the son of Mike McHugh, OptiGas pres-

ident, worked as a manufacturing engineer in the nuclear
operations division of Babcock & Wilcox Co. and as a tech-
nical sales engineer with Dixon Sanitary, which makes hy-
gienic fittings, valves, pumps and accessories for the food,
beverage, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.
McHugh graduated from Purdue University in 2008

with a bachelor’s degree in manufacturing engineering
technology. He worked in the insulating glass fabrication
industry while in high school and during summers while
in college. 

obituaries
Sunset Glazing VP and
Co-Founder Passes Away
John Sullivan, vice president and senior

projectmanager for SanDiego-basedSunset
Glazing, passed away in January. He was 66.
Sullivan got his start in the glass indus-

try in 1969 as an apprentice for Center
Glass Co., where he eventually became a
journeyman glazier and lead man. In
1980, he co-founded Mesa Contract Glaz-
ing Inc., which later became Sunset Glaz-
ing. Sullivan initially served as vice president and field
superintendent, until being promoted to his most recent
role in 1990. He had retired from the company in De-
cember 2013, shortly before his death.

Crystal Windows Quality
Assurance Manager Passes Away
Bill Rau, manager of Crystal Window & Door Systems’

quality assurance department, passed away recently.
Rau joined Crystal in 2010 and had served previously as

engineering manager for project design and fulfillment with
ArchitecturalWindowManufacturing in Rutherford, N.J. Prior
to that, he served in design engineering capacities with
Kawneer/Alcoa inNorcross, Ga., andGraham in York, Pa., fo-
cusing on product development and design, in-house and
field testing, code compliance.
“Bill instilled a strong emphasis on quality and brought

Crystal to a new level,” says Joseph Chang, production
manager for Crystal. “He left a great legacy.”
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Ted Krantz joined Colombia-based Tecno-
glass as the company’s vice president of busi-
ness development. Most recently Krantz
served as director of skyline quality standards
with PPG, from which he retired March 1.
According to a statement from Tecnoglass,

“It’s not very often you have an opportunity
to bring someone into your business organi-
zation with unquestionable integrity, years of
experience, knowledge, and contacts. It is perfect timing for
Tecnoglass as we are ready to implement our business plan
to selectively increase our sales into the North American
commercial market.”

The new vice president of sales at Ramapo is Shannon
Carlin, a 19-year veteran of the door and window indus-
try. He most recently served as vice president of sales for
Cleveland-based Intigral Inc.
Carlin will be responsible for leading the company’s

North American sales team along with developing and sup-
porting the strategic direction of the company.   �
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During the American Architectural Manufacturers
Association’s (AAMA) Annual Meeting, held ear-
lier this year, president and CEO Richard Walker

noted that as part of the association’s strategic goals, it
will aggressively promote its FenestrationMasters pro-
gram in 2014. Additional steps include expanding its
global footprint, developing a fenestration payback
whitepaper and exploring the feasibility of developing an
energy modeling tool.

Among the many groups meeting, the Life Cycle As-
sessment Oversight Committee gave an update on the
development of Product Category Rules (PCR) for win-
dows, which AAMA is working on with the Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA), the Glass Associ-
ation of North America and the Window and Door Man-
ufacturers Association.

High priority outstanding subjects that still need to be
addressed include the Use Phase Energy Calculation
Model. It will be derived from regression equations from
ASHRAE and IECC 2006 models using Energy Plus. How-
ever, the entire methodology has not yet been finalized.

A publication target is projected for mid-2014.
In the Glass Materials Council, the Understanding

Glass Standards Task Group continued its work on a
joint document with IGMA. The consumer-aimed docu-
ment intends to address common questions that come
up from homeowners.

AAMA will host its national summer meeting June 1-4
in Indianapolis.   �

AAMA Annual Meeting
Covers Much

Reviews&Previews

Two heads are better than one: AAMA members
discussed their views on a topic assigned to them
during the general session. AAMA staff gains member
feedback on a variety of issues.
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S200  UL File#: E243212  Standards: UL508, UL244A  CSA C22.2 No.14-1987
SwitchLite System  ETL Control#: 40003851  Standards: UL962, CSA 22.2 No.1-10

Pulp Studio, Inc.  3211 S. La Cienega Blvd.  Los Angeles, CA 90016
T: 310-815-4999  F: 310-815-4990  E: sales@pulpstudio.com

Find out more: www.pulpstudio.com/products/switchlite
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NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS

June 1-4, 2014
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Hyatt Regency Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Contact: www.aamanet.org

June 9-11, 2014
NeoCon 2014
Organized by Merchandise
Mart Properties
Merchandise Mart
Chicago
Contact: www.neocon.com

June 11-14, 2014
Fenestration Canada’s 2014
Annual General Meeting
Hotel Fort Garry 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Contact: www.cwdma.ca

June 26-28, 2014
AIA National Convention
Organized by AIA
McCormick Place
Chicago
Contact: www.aia.org

July 7-9, 2014
GlassCon Global
Organized by FCA International
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia
Contact:
www.glassconglobal.com

September 9-11, 2014
GlassBuild America
Sponsored by AAMA, BEMA,
GANA, IGMA and NGA
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: www.glassbuild.org

September 14-17, 2014
AAMA National Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Westin Hotel
Westminster (Denver), Colo.
Contact: www.aamanet.org

September 22-25, 2014
NFRC Fall Membership
Meeting
Sponsored by NFRC
The Delta Victoria
Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada
Contact: www.nfrc.org

October 5, 2014
Building Economic
Standards Symposium
Sponsored by 
ASTM International
Sheraton New Orleans
New Orleans
Contact:
www.astm.org/E06Idea_
Impact_10_2014

October 7-9, 2014
Auto Glass Week™ 2014
Co-sponsored by 
AGRR™ magazine, the Auto
Glass Safety Council, the 
Independent Glass Association,
the National Glass Association
and the National Windshield
Repair Association. Includes 
the Auto Glass Repair and 
Replacement Olympics 
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore
Contact:
www.autoglassweek.com

October 7-9, 2014
2014 International
Window Film Conference
and Tint-Off™ 
Sponsored by 
WINDOW FILM magazine
Baltimore Marriott 
Camden Yards and 
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor
at Camden Yards
Baltimore
Contact: 
www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct

October 22-24, 2014
Greenbuild Expo
Organized by the 
U.S. Green Building Council 
New Orleans Convention Center
New Orleans
Contact: 
www.greenbuildexpo.org

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

October 21-24, 2014
glasstec 2014
Organized by 
Messe Dusseldorf
Dusseldorf Fairgrounds
Dusseldorf, Germany
Contact: 
www.glasstec-online.com   �

Up&Coming

To see the full event schedule 
or add your own events,

visit www.usglassmag.com/events.php.
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ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Adhesives, General

Interlayer Solutions, Inc.
6440 Henri Bourassa E.
Montreal, QC, Canada H1G 5W9
P: 514/326-4003; F: 514/326-9982
info@interlayersolutions.com
www.interlayersolutions.com

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing  locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256

Acid Etched Glass
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Anti-Reflective Glass
General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Curved/Bent

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Decorative
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Digital Printing
General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Film Covered Wire
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Fire-Rated Glass
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite110
Auburn, WA 98001
P: 888/803-9533 
www.vetrotechusa.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com 

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Hurricane-Resistant
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Insulating
Consolidated Glass Holdings
P.O. Box 739
East Butler, PA 16029
P: 800/225-0430
www.cghinc.com

Laminated
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
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Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Laminated/
Fire Rated Wire
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Pattern Glass
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Radiation Shielding
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729 
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Screenprinted Glass
General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Tempered
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®

50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Wired Glass
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

X-Ray Fluoroscopic
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729 
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

X-Ray Protective
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426

P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729 
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal
EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
P: 800/221-4169 F: 417/235-7313

Metals, General
PRL Glass
13644 Nelson Avenue
Industry, CA 91746
P: 800/433-7044 F: 626/968-9256 

COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Fire-Rated Windows
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®

50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®

50 manufacturing  locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Etched Glass
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

U-Channel Glass
Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DOORS
Bullet Resistant
Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
P: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com

United States 
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Doors, General
PORTALP Automatic Doors
and Opperators
2318 J&C Boulevard
Naples, FL 34109
P: 800/474-3667
F: 855/949-7678
www.portalpusa.com
sales@portalp.com

continued on page 60
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Fire-Rated Doors
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
P: 888/653-3333 F: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

Fire-Rated 
Framing Systems
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

DOOR COMPONENTS
Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Jamb
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Patio Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Thresholds
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

DOOR HARDWARE AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS
Multipoint Locks
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Muntin Tapes
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Stiffeners
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Weatherseals - 
Pile, Fin, Bulb
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

GLASS FURNITURE
Fireplace Glass
Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com

INSULATING GLASS 
AND COMPONENTS
AGC Glass Company 
North America
11175 Cicero Drive, Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441 or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Airspacers
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
P: 800/346-6628 F: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Muntin Bars
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Sealants, General
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Spacers, General
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING 
GLASS MACHINERY 
AND EQUIPMENT
Production Lines
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
P: 763/389-9475 F: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com

Decorating/Spandrel
Casso-Solar Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com

Glass Bending/
Slumping and Casting
Casso-Solar Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com

Laminating, 
Batch & Continuous
Casso-Solar Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Acid Etched Mirror
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Antique Mirror
D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Mirror, General
D & W Incorporated
941 Oak Street
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/255-0829 F: 574/264-9859

SERVICES
Shop Drawings
Drafting Services 
by Scott Brown Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
P: 770/461-8092 F: 678/489-9037
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SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com 

Pittco Architectural 
Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
P: 800/992-7488 F: 847/593-9946
www.pittcometals.com
info@pittcometals.com 

TESTING LABS 
Energy Testing
Building Enclosure
Consulting, LLC
3D THERMAL SIMULATIONS
713 SW 8 Ave.
Hallandale Beach, FL 33009
P: 305/600- 0516; F: 954/457-3592
www.Building-Enclosure.com
info@b-e-c.info

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
P: 704/887-3457 F: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com 

WINDOW HARDWARE
Window Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant
United States 
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Fire Rated
Technical Glass Products (TGP)
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
P: 800/426-0279 F: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com �

To place your listing, please contact 
Tina Czar at 540/602-3261 or email tczar@glass.com.

Deadline for the June issue is May 16, 2014.

might mean. The last seven
months have been an adven-
ture to say the least. Five
rounds of chemotherapy, four
straight days of twice-a-day
radiation treatments and fi-
nally the cell transplant. The
cell transplant procedure was
started on December 24 and
finished the next morning …
Christmas Day, 2013. Quite a
Christmas gift!
I was amazed and truly

humbled by the cards and e-
mails I received throughout
the ordeal. I saved each one
and tried my best to answer
each one also. Several people
who made contact shared
their cancer stories and I
came to realize that others
have had it worse than me and
the stories were really encour-
aging. Often the correspon-
dence would begin with “You
don’t know me but because of
USGlass I feel like I know
you,” and off they would go. I
have a large shopping bag full
of these and I’m not sure I will
ever be able to throw them
away. Probably not ever.
I was also quite amazed by

the number of people who
said they were praying for
me. In a number of cases I
was told that my name had
been added to a group’s
prayer chain or that entire
church groups were includ-
ing me in their prayer efforts.
As a believer … and I ab-
solutely consider myself one
… this meant a great deal to
me. I was so touched by this.
I learned a great deal from

all of this and in some ways,
I have been changed by it
forever. Okay, probably more
than you wanted to hear, so
I’ll stop now and just say one
last “thank you” to one and
all for the support and en-
couragement I received. 

The Book – One of the
positives, and there weren’t
too many, that came out of
the cancer ordeal was that it
provided me with enough
down time to finish editing
the book that probably would
never have gotten finished
otherwise. My grandkids
were the motivation for the
book and I was so afraid that
I might not make it through

the treatment procedure that
I worked hard to get the book
done. And by golly, the thing
is out and to my complete
surprise, people are actually
buying it. If you have any in-
terest, it is titled “The Broken
Tomato” and is available at
amazon.com or through
USGlass. All income I receive

from the book goes to charity.
Last Thing - if you were

one of the people whom I
have probably never met but
who wrote to me during
these last several months, if
the opportunity arises, at an
industry event or other gath-
ering, please track me down.
I owe you a hug!   �

theBusiness
continued from page 64

Lyle says his grandkids were motivation for completing his
book, “The Broken Tomato,” now available from
Amazon.com. Above, two of his nine grandchildren, David
and Jillian Rush, reading some of this book.
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Let Keytech Be 
Your Key to Solving

A Problem
Keytech North America is a full-
service research and technical
provider to the glass and metal
industry. If you are in need of market
research or analysis, technical
services including remediation
expertise, or business consultation
and advice, Keytech North America
can help. The Keytech team of
experts brings with it more than 150
years of experience in all phases of
the glass and metal industry.

Solutions to Glass and Metal
Installation Problems
•   Dispute Resolution
•   Expert Witness Services
•   Testing Services
•   Product Sourcing & Evaluation
•   Billing Dispute Resolution
•   Architectural Interface
•   Project Forensic Services
•   Labor Dispute Resolution 
Assistance

Business Services
•   Strategic Planning
•   Problem Solving (Field & Shop)
•   Acquisition Assessment 
& Recommendation

•   Succession Planning
•   Mediation /Arbitration Counseling
•   Dispute Resolution
•   Market Research and Analysis
•   Merger and Acquisition 
Transaction Assistance

•   Valuation Services
•   Financial Analysis
•   And more

Contact Keytech North America 
in confidence

Keytech North America
540/602-3262

info@keytechna.com
www.keytechna.com

To place a classified listing, please
call Janeen Mulligan at  

540/602-3255, or email
jmulligan@glass.com.
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USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD
Inventory Reduction Sale

www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph:  724/348-8450

Used Equipment 

[ u s g | c l a s s i f i e d s ]

Employment/
Help Wanted

Products for Sale
Curved China Cabinet Glass
Stock curves fit most cabinets. Most sizes
$90, $95, $98 delivered. Zone charges
may apply. Call 512/237-3600, Peco Glass
Bending, PO Box 777, Smithville, TX 78957.

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting 

Group, LLC
Is a group of retired Glass Industry Ex-
ecutives with the ability to solve your
problems, grow your business and add
to your revenue stream. With over 40
years of expertise managing sales and
profits, we know cost reduction, sales &
marketing, finance, glass fabrication,
safety, purchasing, labor relations and
more. To explore how we can be of ben-
efit to you, call Paul Bieber at 603/242-
3521 or email paulbaseball@msn.com

Business for Sale

We Buy & Sell Used Glass
and Window Machinery
www.ameracanequipment.com
dave@ameracanequipment.com

855/669-9108 or
Outside U.S. 303/669-9108

Database Engineer and
Technical Support/Trainer
Move to beautiful Denver! A leading
Glazing Software Technology Solution
seeks a Database Engineer to develop,
implement, and support storefront and
curtain wall engineering data. This is the
ideal job for an engineer with basic
drafting and mechanical knowledge
wanting to be involved in a fast growing
company. We also seek a Technical
Support/Trainer with experience in
fenestration configuration software and
an ability to effectively train customers in
small group settings and via webinar.
Send resume to: 
jrudd@buildingenvelopesoftware.com.

Glass Shop for Sale
Established 16 years. Retail, residential
and commercial glass company on West
Coast in Florida. Fully Equipped. All
stock/inventory. Strong walk-in business.
Approx. gross sales $1 million. Asking
$600K. Serious inquiries only, reply to
coastalglassspb@hotmail.com.

Reps Wanted
Vision Hardware, a large North American
manufacturer of window and door
specialty hardware, seeks representation
in select west coast and south east
territories. Interested candidates please
email resume and cover letter to
jobs@visionhardware.com

Independent 
Sales Associates

Plasteco, Inc. is seeking sales associates in
North America. Plasteco has been
manufacturing skylights since 1957. We
provide a full line of architectural,
commercial and industrial skylights and
heat & smoke. Plasteco also is the
manufacturer of FALLGUARD, the
Original OSHA compliant skylight safety
screen for over 20 years. Sales associates
require experience working with
contractors, owners, architects, or design
professionals. Please send resume to
heath@plasteco.com. All information held
in strict confidence. Thank you.
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Page Company Phone Fax Web Address

[ a d v e r t i s i n g i n d e x ]

4, 5 AGC Glass Company North America 800/251-0441 404/446-4220 www.us.agc.com

9 Banom Inc. 800/227-7694 800/456-8393 www.banom.com

37 Besana-Lovati Inc. 336/768-5504 336/768-7549 www.besanalovati.com

33 BRECOflex Co. LLC 888/463-1400 732/542-6725 www.brecoflex.com

15 Cardinal IG 952/935-1722 952/935-5538 www.cardinalcorp.com

53 Dependable Glass Works Inc. 985/727-3442 985/892-0986 www.dependableglass.com

19 Erdman Automation 763/389-9475 763/389-9757 www.erdmanautomation.com

31 F. Barkow Inc. 800/558-5580 414/332-8217 www.barkow.com

44 Fenzi North America 416/674-3831 416/674-9323 www.fenzi-na.com

25 General Glass International 800/431-2042 201/553-1851 www.generalglass.com

46, 49, 55 Glass Association of North America 785/271-0208 785/271-0166 www.glasswebsite.com

13 GlassCon Global 855/545-2775 Not Available www.glassconglobal.com

C3 Glasswerks L.A. Inc. 888/789-7810 888/789-7820 www.glasswerks.com

Outsert Glaziers Center 607/698-4430 607/698-4434 www.glazierscenter.com

7 Graco Inc. 877/844-7226 612/623-6273 www.exactablend.com

55 HHH Architectural Tempering Systems 360/993-5644 360/993-1272 www.hhhtempering.com

32 JLM Wholesale 800/522-2940 248/628-6733 www.jlmwholesale.com

17 Kawneer Co. Inc. 770/449-5555 770/734-1560 www.kawneer.com

57 Linetec 888/717-1472 800/236-2589 www.linetec.com

53 MyGlassTruck.com 800/254-3643 856/863-6704 www.myglasstruck.com

11 Pilkington 800/221-0444 419/247-4517 www.pilkington.com/na

C4 PPG Industries Inc. 888/774-4332 412/826-2299 www.ppgideascapes.com

40 Precision Glass Bending 800/543-8796 800/543-8798 www.e-bentglass.com

41 PRL Glass Systems Inc. 877/775-2586 877/274-8800 www.prlglass.com

56 Pulp Studio Inc. 310/815-4999 310/815-4990 www.switchlite.com

21 Salem Distributors 800/234-1982 336/766-1119 www.salemdist.com

45 SAPA/Alumax 877/710-7272 Not Available www.alumaxshowerdoor.com

48 Soft Tech America 954/568-3198 954/563-6116 www.stgroup.com

41 Strybuc Industries 800/352-0800 610/534-3201 www.strybuc.com

47 Summit Glass Coatings LLC 303/781-2161 303/762-9815 www.summitglasscoatings.com

3 Techinal Glass Products 800/426-0279 800/451-9857 www.fireglass.com

23 Technoform 330/487-6600 330/487-6682 www.technoform.us

56 Trent Inc. 800/544-8736 215/482-9389 www.trentheat.com

39 Unruh Fab Inc. 888/876-2297 316/772-5852 www.unruhracks.com

27 Vetrotech Saint-Gobain 888/803-9533 253/333-5166 www.vetrotechusa.com

1 Viracon 800/533-2080 507/444-3555 www.viracon.com

C2 YKK AP 800/955-9551 678/838-6099 www.ykkap.com
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theBusiness

I t arrived by e-mail and as I
quickly skimmed through it, I
was truly disappointed. How

impersonal. Didn’t I at least deserve
a phone call … especially after all
these years? But I guess deep down
inside, I always knew this day
would come, and now it had. That’s
the way it is in business these days.
People are viewed like machines. If
they break down or can be replaced
by someone cheaper or quicker, no
additional consideration is given, or
needed. The deal is done. But I was-
n’t going down this easy. I picked up
the phone and called … the BOSS.

“Good morning, this is Deb
Levy and how can I help you?”

Sure she has a pleasant voice but that
wasn’t going to sway me.

“Deb, it’s Lyle Hill and I just got your
e-mail memo regarding my column
and I think we need to talk.”

“Oh good, Lyle. I’m glad you called.”
I’ll bet she’s glad I called. Like she’d

be glad if she had a toothache. 
“Deb, I’m a little disappointed. I

mean after all, don’t you think I at least
deserved a phone call to discuss this?”

“Well Lyle, as I said in my e-mail, I
tried calling you a couple of times but
when you didn’t answer or return my
voicemail messages, I thought I’d bet-
ter shoot you an e-mail so you could
make deadline. You know, sometimes
you have a problem with deadlines.”

Oh she’s good. Trying to turn the ta-
bles on me here by bringing up the
deadline thing. 

“Okay, Deb, you’re right about the
phone calls but I thought we had a deal.
I mean, now all of a sudden you’re
telling me what I have to write about
and while I have never argued with you
when you guys decided something was-
n’t magazine-worthy, you have never

dictated what I had to write about. So
maybe I’m thinking this is your way of
getting rid of me. You know how im-
portant my independence is to me.”

“I know that, Lyle, but I think the
word I used in the e-mail was sugges-
tion and that would hardly qualify as
dictating your topic.” 

“Okay, so maybe you’re right about the
words you used, but what if I don’t want
to write about what you are suggesting?”

“Lyle, it’s totally up to you. My sugges-
tion was just that you could help us out
a bit by writing about a couple of things
we are getting questions on—as
mentioned in my e-mail—and we
thought it would be best if you
provided the answers instead of us
speaking for you.”

“But Deb, I’ve covered this stuff
regularly in my Wednesday blogs.”
(http://lyleblog.usglassmag.com)

“Yes you have Lyle, but your blogs
reach hundreds of people whereas
USGlass has over 40,000 readers
and we regularly get calls about this.
So hey, help us out here, okay? And
we’re not trying to get rid of you.”

Yes, she has a pleasant voice—and in
the end, she won. So here goes and this
was not my idea!

Health Matters – On March 11, I was
officially told that I am now cancer-free.
The stem cell transplant procedure
worked and I am getting stronger every
day. I do have a long way to go before I am
all the way back to normal, whatever that

I Knew This Day Would Come!
b y L y l e R . H i l l

L y l e  R .  H i l l is the
managing director of Keytech
North America, a company
providing research and
technical services for the glass
and metal industry. Hill has

more than 40 years experience in the glass
and metal industry and can be reached at
lhill@glass.com. You can read his blog on
Wednesdays at lyleblog.usglassmag.com.
You can order his new book, “The Broken
Tomato” at amazon.com.

continued on page 61

On March 11 Lyle was declared cancer-free and
is working his way back to “normal.” Over the
course of his treatment he received hundreds
of cards, notes, emails and even T-shirts of
support from USGlass readers.
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PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

Accept no substitutes.

Starphire, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

Only Starphire® Ultra-Clear Glass from PPG can deliver the highest visible light transmittance 
in a low-E glass while offering the truest color transmittance in thicknesses up to one inch. 
Accept nothing less. Find out more at www.ppgstarphire.com.

SEE US AT GLASS TEXPO 2014
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“High on a hill, it calls to me
To be where little cable cars climb halfway to the stars 

The morning fog may chill the air
I don’t care.” 

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

hat certainly was the attitude of 
attendees at the 2014 Winter Meeting
for the Insulating Glass Manufactur-
ers Alliance (IGMA) held at the JW

Marriott Union Square in San Francisco
March 3 through 7.
This year’s meeting had something for

everyone. From a group tour of Alcatraz to

meetings held at the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratories (LBNL), committee
updates and informative sessions, there was
no shortage of opportunities to enjoy the
Paris of the West.
Take a look at some of the discussions,

seminars and sights attendees enjoyed
while staying in the City by the Bay. 

T
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During the committee and
task group meetings, several
critical conversations were
held regarding updates.

Emerging Technologies and
Innovations committee:
�The Gas Permeability task group

opened with a discussion of EN1279-
3. According to Randi Ernst of FDR
Designs, who was filling in for John
Greenzweig of HB Fuller Co., the
group is considering the feasibility of
pursuing testing under this standard
in North America. Currently, the
group is considering laboratories
that would only require supplemen-
tal, testing-specific equipment to
begin the process of introducing
EN1279-3.  

“Our next step will be to send a
prequalification bid that will be done
anonymously and only the IGMA of-
fice will have access to that informa-
tion,” said Margaret Webb, IGMA
executive director. “We’re trying to
determine, is EN1279-3 the test
method for us?”

The task group will revisit the issue
and will have a decision on how to pro-
ceed with lab inquiries this month.

�During an update on the newer
task group, vacuum insulating
glazing, Dave Cooper of Guardian
said the group is nearing comple-
tion of a final draft of its technical
bulletin.

�A Product Category Rules update was
given by Helen Sanders of Sage Elec-
trochromics who told attendees that the
committee is in the process of finalizing
life cycle assessment, but that work has
been delayed as a result of slow use
phase results. Funding is on hold until
the completion of the use phase.
Sanders said regression equations, lin-
ear equations with variables to deter-
mine a comparable use phase figure,
have been developed for vertical win-
dows to help accelerate the process. The
group has made the decision to use the
regression equations in place of model-
ing each window. The equation is: U-
factor*M1*5.6738) +(SGHC*M2) =
Total energy (GJ/yr) with M1 repre-
senting U-factor scalar and M2 as
SGHC scalar. The span is 30 years.

The next steps for the group include
developing regressions for daylighting,
developing a method for dynamic
glazing, choosing models and devel-
oping a method for sloped glazing as
well as an expert panel review.

Technical Services
committee:
�During the Glazing Guidelines task

group meeting, led by Tracy Rogers
of Quanex Building Products, the
discussion focused on joint testing
and development with GANA, and
possibly, AAMA.

�Jeff Haberer of Trulite Industries and
head of Thermal Stress in IG Units,

said the guidelines for the task group
were finished.

�Bill Briese of GED, who leads Dimen-
sional Tolerances for Multiple Cavity
Insulating Glass Units, told attendees
that the IGMA Guidelines for Insu-
lating Glass Dimensional Guidelines
had been pulled because, upon ex-
amination, they essentially were
“useless.”

�Sanders offered an update for the
Edge Pressure of Insulating Glass
Units task group. The main topic
of discussion focused on under-
standing why the standard was
listed as 4 to 10 pounds per linear
inch. According to Chris Barry,
consultant, it refers to standards
that no longer exist.

“Many of today’s spacers are flat,”
he said. “Four to 10 pounds is mean-
ingless today. It needs revision.
Throw out 4-10 and start from
scratch. We really need to update it to
today’s IG seal systems.”

�PIB (polyisobutlyene) Migration, was
led by Cooper, who said the commit-
tee is working on a test method to
duplicate failures or dos and don’ts of
proper industry practices. The exact
scope will be determined once the
action items are completed for the
task group.

�The Visual Quality group, led by
Rogers, then discussed the current
status of its item to be published.
The group is in the process of re-

Hot Topic
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vising a guide to understanding
glass standards. It is currently
working to pare it down to make
the document more consumer-
friendly and less technical. They
want to wrap up the draft soon
and get out a ballot.

�IGMA technical director Bill Lingnell
offered a technical update saying that
ASTM E1300 is being updated for a
possible 2015/2016 revision. The
thermal stress standard is being
evaluated. As for ISO meetings,
Lingnell said the goal is to update
USO 204912 parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 in IS
TC 160-SC-1 WG4 in insulating glass.
Goals for IGCC/IGMA are to reduce
the time it takes to certify insulating
glass unit testing.

�GANA technical director Urmilla
Sowell also offered an update from
the association, telling attendees that
the organization recently signed a
letter to Congress about the energy
improvement act, opposing the ad-
dendum to ASHRAE 189.1.

Association Updates:
�Rich Rinka of the American Archi-
tectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA) who told attendees that
Margaret Webb of IGMA had joined
the AAMA board;

�John McFee of the Window and Door
Manufacturers Association an-
nounced that the association had “a
successful year;”

�Phil Jones of IGMA Australia said
they are “continuing working on pro-
grams under the guidance of new
chairman, Jamie Rice.” The program
on which they are primarily focusing,
Jones said, is the association’s ac-
creditation program;

�For Fenestration Canada, Jeff Baker
noted that Vancouver has its own
building bylaw separate from the
typical Canadian standards. He said
the city of Vancouver requires a 1.4
metric U-factor for all new construc-
tion with no trade-offs. He said Fen-
estration Canada currently is
lobbying to put the equivalent back
in; and

�Jim Benney with the National Fenes-
tration Rating Council (NFRC) stated
that the council has elected new chair
and executive committees, as well as
recently tested 97 windows, finding
zero failures. NFRC also has a webi-
nar for commercial energy codes,
and has launched a new website for
commercial codes.

Certification and
Education committee:
�Webb opened up discussion about
linking educational seminars to the
summer technical conference, or to
another event. Randi Ernst of FDR
Designs said he sees the group mov-
ing toward a single annual event as
the needs and style of the group con-
ferences continues to evolve.

�John Kent, administrator for the Insu-
lating Glass Certification Council
(IGCC) and the Safety Glazing Certifi-
cation Council (SGCC), discussed the
SGCC’s current activities, including
laminated glass specialty configura-
tions, patterned glass, heat-soaked
glass, testing range for thickness of
tempered glass, a vacuum insulating
glass safety glass unit and a CPSC pe-
tition to replace the test with ANSI
Z97.1. Kent also passionately de-
nounced the use of ASTM E 2190 for
insulating glass unit testing.
“[ASTM E] 2190 is not adequate,”

he said. “It’s not adequate for where
we are today. The day of 2190 has
passed. We have to come up with
something better.”
Webb agreed with Kent and said

that she wished there could be
greater harmony in this respect be-
tween the U.S. and Canada.

�With an IGMAC Certification Pro-
gram update, Ken Rubis of Dow
Corning said currently they are fo-
cusing on primary sealant adhesion
to spacer.

�The Component Task Group, led by
Cooper, is working on a document
surrounding ISO certification and
screening the final document.
“After a couple of web conferences

we’ll review at the committee level,”
he said. When asked for a show of
hands, four companies in the room
said they were ISO-certified.
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During the conference, attendees were offered a variety of
educational seminars surrounding a diverse assortment of
industry relevant issues. Presentations were made by several
members encompassing topics from safety to investigating
failures, and there was no shortage of information sur-
rounding proper practices for IG units.

Safe and Sound
Julia Schimmelpenningh of Eastman Chemical Co. made a

presentation “Safety Glass: Does it Make the Cut?” during a
lunch seminar. Schimmelpenningh discussed the defining
characteristics of safety glazing and what members of the
industry need to understand about these products.
She noted that many of the safety glass definitions online

still mention wired glass as a form of safety glazing and that
some definitions state that the glass reduces the likelihood
someone will sustain injury as a result of the glazing.
Discussing international requirements for safety glass, she

stated, “From a global perspective there’s a lot of commonal-
ity when it comes to safety glazing.”
Additionally, Schimmelpenningh said that more buildings

are using this type of glazing, and, as a result, consumer per-
ception of safety is as important as the technical specifica-
tions of the products.
“Perception becomes reality,” she said. For noise reduction,

quiet equates to order, and therefore safety. The same can be
said for privacy and durability features of a product.
For particular applications, though, Schimmelpenningh

noted that the popularity for safety glazing is dependent on
the particular application. For instance, “In high-rise facili-
ties, we do not see bomb-blast specifications … at one point
we had a ton of interest, but the only people specifying them
now are government facilities,” she stated. “I’m not saying
there are no applications, but it isn’t widespread. Fall-out on
the other hand, we see a lot of specifications for that … but
it’s more for balconies than full facades.”
One of the most concerning aspects of safety glazing,

Schimmelpenningh noted in her closing remarks was that
the standards surrounding it have been updated, but not
changed since 1966. She said that places safety glazing stan-
dards on par with old-school vinyl.
“We’re still on vinyl records, guys,” she said. “I challenge

you to take a look at where we are with glass, what we’ve gone
through and where we’re going … as rapidly as we can.
“As our industry evolves, we need to evolve the standards

that go with it,” she added.
On the last day of the conference, attendees were invited

to participate in a full schedule of educational seminars.
Mike Burk of Quanex made a presentation entitled “For Your
Safety and the Safety of Those Around You.” Starting off
dressed in improper personal protective equipment, Burk ex-
plained why anyone handling glass units needs to wear
proper attire and observe safe practices. “It takes more than
one person to safely lift a large piece of glass … The person
who may be killed may not necessarily be the person who
did something wrong.
“Consistently, the person who causes the accident is not

the person who suffers the injury or fatality,” he added.

A Little Foggy
In a city famous for its fog, a presentation made by Dave

Cooper and Jonathan Herndon of Guardian Industries dis-
cussing “Objective Volatile Fog Measurement” was a welcome
addition. The seminar looked at the series of testing the two
completed units to determine effective methods for meas-
uring volatile compounds in insulating glass units (IGU).
The organic components to which IGUs are exposed, such

as sealants, exterior components, adhesives, muntin bars and
spacers, among others, may evolve into volatile compounds.
These volatiles “may condense on the inner glass surfaces
and become visible,” creating a fog, Cooper and Herndon
noted during the presentation.
Two tests, ASTM E2189 and CGSB 12.8, are designed to in-

tensify the conditions which would create volatile fog. The test
exposes two IGUs to constant heat and ultraviolet light for seven
days in a special box with a chiller plate placed on the low-E
side of each IGU. After the seven days, the IGU is visually in-

Edifying IG

Friday’s schedule included a variety of educational
seminars. Here, Mike Burk demonstrates the importance
of personal protective equipment for attendees.
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spected for any volatile compounds which may have condensed
opposite of the chiller plate. Should the tester see anything on
either IGU within seven days after they have been removed
from the box, the test criterion is a fail, they said.
According to Cooper and Herndon, they posited that there

are two things wrong with this method. First, “Fog box con-
struction defined by the standard is open to interpretation.
Can we make identical units fail in one box and pass in an-
other?” Second, “When there is ‘light fog’ or haze, or a color
shift, can it really be seen?” They quoted one technician who
said, “I can’t see it, but I know it’s there.” They noted that the
fog typically only shows up in reflection so technicians must
know exactly what to
look for.
After receiving highly

varied results from third-
party volatile testing in
April 2012 for boxed
units that met ASTM
E2189 criteria, members
of Guardian decided to
conduct more in-depth
testing. They determined
that what is wrong with
the testing is the fog box
construction, specifically
the fact that the construc-
tion and control of the
box affects the internal
conditions. Temperatures vary at different locations of the
IGU. Cooper and Herndon stated that, “Glass and edge com-
ponent temperature [is] dependent upon [the] distance from
radiant heat source, coating type, convective cooling aspects,
fan(s) position, hole(s), temperature regulation schemes, in-
sulation within the box and surrounding environment con-
ditions. UV wavelength characteristics and strength
[include] bulb age, source voltage, distance from IG, spectral
curve with respect to energy output [and] reflective surfaces
within the box.” 
The company began to measure various characteristics of

the volatile fog boxes and found numerous inconsistencies,
such as radiant energy from the bulbs, distance from bulb,
infrared spectrum and intensity, temperature control, UV
degradation and unspecified voltage input impacting bulb
output. In a comparison of measured UV irradiance of fog
boxes, eight different boxes showed eight different curves for
UVC, UVB and UVA for a centered frequency for an E2189

measurement device.
While Cooper and Herndon noted that the “industry is im-

proving upon the volatile outgassing aspect of components,”
there are an increasing number of components being added
to IG. Light fog may be indiscernible to the untrained eye,
but a spectrophotometer may be able to measure the shift in
color using the variables L* (degree of brightness scaled
black to white), a* (color from red [+] to green [-]) and b*
(color from yellow [+] to blue [-]). Guardian began a study
to find out if a spectrophotometer could measure lightly
fogged units, and if so, which is the better piece of equipment
to use.

The two main devices
examined were the
Hunter Colorquest XE,
which is a benchtop spec-
trophotometer that meas-
ures reflectance and
transmittance at an esti-
mated cost around
$25,000. Cooper and
Herndon said it was,
“fairly precise and accu-
rate [and is] utilized in
many industries.”
The other device was

the Konica Minolta CM-
2500d, a portable spec-
trophotometer which

measures reflectance only at an estimated $8,200. They were
unsure of the instrument’s precision and accuracy, however. 
The two posited that the portable Konica would make a

much more feasible option for most companies, but needed
to see how it held up against the Hunter Colorquest.
Following a series of tests and a live demonstration for at-

tendees, Cooper and Herndon concluded that, though it was
somewhat less precise than the Hunter Colorquest, the Kon-
ica was “suitable” for the identification of volatile fog in IG. 
Herndon and Cooper used two methods of analysis—the

Empirical Rule and Non-uniformity. The empirical methods
included “measuring the cold plate area of the IGU before fog
box exposure to determine a baseline, calculating a standard
deviation and mean for L*, a* and b* values, re-measuring
the cold plate area after fog box exposure and using the Em-
pirical Rule (3-sigma) L*a*b* data to determine whether
pre- and post-exposure measurements are dissimilar which
would indicate fog presence.” 

During a lunch presentation, Dave Cooper and Jonathan Herndon of
Guardian Industries presented their findings for how to measure
versatile fog objectively.
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According to their empirical findings, before E2189 expo-
sure, there was a low variability of color data and a steep bell
curve. Following E2189 exposure, they stated there was a
higher variability of color data, a wider bell curve and color
values shifted toward +a*,-b* which is a purple color. Of the
three units analyzed, fog was present on all three. 

For the Non-uniformity analysis, Cooper and Herndon uti-
lized the �E* concept under ASTM D2244 “Standard Practice
for Calculation of Color Tolerances and Differences” using
the formula �E*ab=(��)2+��2+(��)2.

“Non-uniformity [is] calculated using reference value per
ASTM C1376 ‘Pyrolytic and Vacuum Deposition Coatings on
Flat Glass’ [including an] average 10 readings [with] averages
stored as ‘reference target’ [and] subsequent measurements
compared to ‘reference target.’ No color readings shall exceed
�E* of 4.5. For volatile fog measurement, we need to determine
threshold �E*.” Fog was found on these units as well.

In conclusion, Cooper and Herndon determined that “fog
box specifications need to be upgraded [and] current sub-
jective means for evaluating light volatile fog in an IGU can
be improved by using a spectrophotometer.”

Having a Gas

During an afternoon seminar, Randi Ernst with FDR De-
signs presented his findings on gas fillings. Among the dis-
cussion of gas, including the reasoning behind the use of
argon over most other gases, as well as the key to proper gas
fill performance, Ernst involved attendees with a variety of
demonstrations. One included an air gun shot at a balloon,
balloon races using a balloon filled with sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6) versus a helium-filled balloon—SF6 won—and tubes
replicating the gas placement and filling in units. Following
the presentation, attendees were treated to ice cream made
using liquid nitrogen.

It’s a Wash
Bill Briese of GED Integrated Solutions made a presenta-

tion called “Glass Washing and Cutting Techniques.” He told
attendees that many times the failure with a unit begins with
the glass. Lites that are cleaned improperly or exposed to or-
ganic materials, compromising adhesion, can lead to failures,
even with otherwise excellently assembled units.

He noted that use of proper cutting fluid is particularly
important for ensuring good edge quality.

“The purpose of cutting fluid is when you score the piece
of glass, you’re inserting a little bit of this fluid into the fis-
sure,” he said. “What that cutting fluid does is fill the void
that’s created … If it evaporates too quickly then cracking
will start to occur and you’ll get a poor breakout.”

Additional tips include using as little downforce as possi-
ble and also making sure you’re using high-quality filtered
water to avoid calcium deposits and other complications
from hard water.

Keep it Sealed
Because he was absent from the event, Lingnell presented

John Greenzweig’s findings on sealants and desiccants in in-
sulating glass. According to the presentation, “Sealant fail-
ures allow excessive moisture into IG, create optical problems
and a loss of insulating value.”

“If the primary sealant performance is compromised,
durability is dependent on the secondary sealant,” stated
Greenzweig in the presentation.

As for desiccants, “Desiccant capacity increases as tem-
peratures decrease. If gas is adsorbed, negative deflection in-
creases. Desiccant capacity decreases as temperatures
increase. If gas is desorbed, positive pressure increases.”
Greenzweig’s desiccant recommendations by sealant type in-
clude 3A for a hot melt sealant, 3A or 3a/13X or 3A/silica gel
blend for two component polyurethane in a single- or dual-
seal configuration, 3A or 3a/13X or 3A/silica gel blend for
secondary: polysulfide and primary polyisobutlyene (PIB),
and 3A for secondary: silicone/reactive hot melt/hot melt and
primary: PIB.

Edifying IG continued

Randi Ernst of FDR Designs presented a demonstration on
gas fills, complete with balloon races.

Bill Briese of GED Integrated Solutions told attendees
about proper glass washing and cutting techniques.
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Need a Little Space
“Spacers and Integrated Spacer Systems and Internal

Muntins/Grids” was discussed by Tracy Rogers of Quanex.
He opened by stating that spacer systems were first patented
in 1865 using warm-edge technology, so essentially the in-
dustry has come back around to the way it started. As a sys-
tem, spacer technology includes the spacer, desiccant and
sealant. The spacer functions as a way to “maintain space be-
tween glazing lites, dry gas in space to prevent moisture con-
densation, prevent moisture from penetrating space, retain
gas fills within space, maintain hermetic seal about IG
perimeter” and extend the life of a unit.
There are two types of spacer systems he said, single seal

and dual seal. With a single seal, the “primary sealant acts as
a moisture vapor barrier, gas retention barrier and provides
structural integrity. [For a] dual seal, [the] primary sealant
acts as a moisture vapor barrier and gas retention barrier
while secondary sealant provides structural integrity (may
also supplement primary sealant),” noted Rogers. Modes of
IG failure include condensation/seal failure, chemical fog-
ging, gas loss and sightline intrusion.

Certified Gold
John Kent of the Insulating Glass Certification CounciI

(IGCC) discussed insulating glass product certification.
According to Kent there are three types of certification:
self-certification (enhanced warranty), second-party cer-
tification (self-certification with an independent test) and
third-party certification which he said is the highest level
of credibility. Self-certification, which is for the fabricator
only, is the basic level of certification. Kent said it, “uses
testing to an industry standard to enhance what is essen-
tially a product warranty. The manufacturer administers
his own testing and certification program and performs
his own in-house inspections as a part of his quality con-
trol process. When you only specify test procedures, you
are accepting self-certification. Building codes allow self-
certification with independent test reports.

For second-party certification products are “tested at an inde-
pendent laboratory or supplier facility. Certification is granted by
a second party, often affiliated with the fabricator – supplier or
association. The affiliate association staff performs both the ad-
ministrative and inspection functions. Potential exists for influ-
encing the affiliate interest if the manufacturer is a member or a
financial relationship exists,” according to Kent.
Third-party certification, Kent said, is the highest level of prod-

uct certification. “The certifying or inspection agency is inde-
pendently under contract to the administering agency, often an
association to which the manufacturer may belong. There is no
direct link between the certifying/inspection agency and the
manufacturer.
“The IGCC®/IGMA® Certification Program for Durability and

Gas Content is a third-party certification program,” he added.

A Clean Break
Chris Barry, consultant, explained to attendees “Why Glass

Sometimes Breaks.” The simplest explanation, he said, is “the
load is greater than the strength of the glass … The strength
of a piece of glass with a crack in it is essentially zero.”
He added, “We don’t know the exact strength of any piece

of glass.”
According to Barry, “Fractographics can find the cause [of

breakage]. It only takes enough time, enough money and
having all the broken pieces near the fracture origin.”

Work in the Field
In the final session of the conference, Lingnell made a presen-

tation about Field Investigations of Insulating Glass. Lingnell said
to investigate a failure you first must obtain information to assist
in the investigation, including: glass performance, project main-
tenance, discussions with the owner or representative familiar
with the problem, review with the installer/contractor/fabricator
when appropriate for details, study plans and specifications and
review architectural drawings. Additionally, examine all compat-
ibility issues, including: examining materials around IGU, deter-
mining whether IG sealants are in contact with any materials in
the glazing system and what they are and figure out if vapor, sol-
vents or runoff materials have come in contact with the IG sealant
system. Further, when examining the IGU, Lingnell said you must:
review the probable cause of the failure, determine the potential
for future failures, examine for water infiltration, study the IG seal
for degradation, remove the glass from the framing system, dis-
assemble the unit, frost point other units, examine units that do
not exhibit failure and bring the unit(s) back to the lab for a more
detailed analysis.

Tracy Rogers of Quanex told attendees about spacers.

John Kent of AMS discussed IGCC/IGMA updates.
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Going to Berkeley

Within the Flexlab, facades can be extended, and for some tests, furniture,
computers and even heat-emitting devices set to simulate humans can be
placed within the area to test for energy efficiency.

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

Tuesday, for the first day of meetings and
seminars, attendees were bussed to the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.

Following the morning sessions, attendees
were taken in groups to tour some of the
window testing facilities located on campus.

The labs were located in a
mountainous region overlooking
the bay area.

Attendees were allowed to tour the Flexlab (The Facility for
Low Energy Experiments) which tests energy-efficient
building systems.
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Attendees also took a look at some of
the software programs and options
offered by LBNL, which include
deflection, among other categories.

The goal of the window testing lab is to study the
discomfort level and find solutions for glare reduction.

In a separate part of the lab, using an infrared camera and a hot/cold
chamber, scientists can test the thermal performance of windows.

Scientists in the optical lab use this machine to test
the direction in which light scatters and is transmitted
from a piece of glass or plastic.

The facility contains removable panels and
components throughout to help mimic
various conditions within a building
structure.

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

At the infrared/thermal labs, scientists use the MoWitt
(Mobile Window Thermal Testing Facility) to perform
calorimetric tests on windows.
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Escape to Alcatraz
Monday night, attendees of Winter Meeting
were invited to tour Alcatraz.

Attendees participated in a self-guided audio tour of the inside of the prison.

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

The prison library is located next to solitary confinement.The ruins of the warden’s house can still be seen
on the island.

As part of the special tour, the
hospital, in which infamous
criminal Robert “Birdman of
Alcatraz” Stroud often stayed, was
opened for attendees.
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While many of the cells were still in good
shape, some showed the wear of the years.

According to the tour, prisoners could often hear the
sounds of San Francisco, which often made their
imprisonment worse, knowing the city was so close.

One of the cells shown included one in which a prisoner
escaped through the vent.

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

In one of the final stops, attendees were
invited into the former dining hall.

A variety of indigenous plant and animal life
has begun to reclaim portions of the island,
including agave plants and seabirds.  
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There was no shortage of wigs,
headbands or tie-dye at the
reception.

Peace, Love and IG

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

In addition to dinner and dancing,
attendees also participated in
costume contests. Seen here, Helen
Sanders of Sage Electrochromics
(left) and Lena Chernyak with H.B.
Fuller (right).
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Jeff Haberer of Trulite Industries
channeled The Beatles for his costume.

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

Sandy Lingnell, wife of IGMA’s technical director
Bill Lingnell, sported an original Jackie O. outfit
she found in her closet.

Later Wednesday evening, attendees were treated to the “Back to the Sixties” President’s Theme
Dinner and Dancing.
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Thursday morning opened with the
Annual General Meeting. To start,
Bill Briese of GED Integrated Solu-

tions, Robert Grommesh of Cardinal IG
and Jeff Haberer of Trulite Industries
were named to the board of directors.
The marketing committee also met

and briefly reviewed upcoming plans for
the association, including the an-
nouncement that the Summer Techni-
cal Conference will be held in Quebec
City August 5-6, 2014. Margaret Webb,
IGMA executive director, announced
that the publication to reduce instances
of thermal stress is now available and
all members in good standing will re-
ceive their complimentary copy.
As part of the general meeting, Webb

gave a tribute to the members of the in-
dustry who passed away over the past
year. She announced that following the
death of IGMA’s administrator, Allison
Beck, members of the group joined to-
gether to raise money to help fund her
daughter Caitlyn’s education. Webb

stated that a total of $12,000 had been
raised for the education fund.
Additionally, Webb paid tribute to 

editor John Swanson, who lost his
battle with cancer in January; Jim
Spetz of Jim Spetz Testing, who passed
away suddenly in December 2013, and
Greg Carney of C.G. Carney and Asso-
ciates who passed away in November
2013. Members participated in a moment
of silence for the deceased.

Thursday morning, IGMA president
Frank Capporiccio of PPG Industries,
opened the Annual General Meeting.

As part of the general meeting, Webb
gave a tribute to the members of the
industry who passed away over the
past year. 
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The Future of IG

© 2014 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved. 

Annual General Meeting

One of the many seminars in which
attendees were invited to partici-
pate was a “Glass Performance

for Energy-Efficient Fenestration” panel.
Bill Lingnell of Lingnell Consulting Serv-
ices and IGMA technical consultant mod-
erated the panel that included David
Cooper of Guardian Industries, Jeff
Haberer of Trulite Industries and Chris
Barry, consultant. One of the topics dis-
cussed was a view of what the industry
may look like in the near future.
“When we look at the performance

[of glass] today, there isn’t much more
we can do with the current technology.
We have some low-E products that have
the lowest emissivity you can get …

where are we going to go two, five or 10
years from now?” asked Bob Spindler
of Cardinal.
“We’ve still got a little ways to go. We

haven’t reached the end of the road
where things can’t get better,” said
Lingnell.
“Bob’s right,” added Cooper. “The abil-

ity of coated glass, high-performance
coated glass, is reaching its end-point for
coating a single piece of glass … a stan-
dard vacuum insulating glass (VIG), triple
VIG is possible technology … I predict
within 10-15 years something such as a
triple VIG will be out there that’s feasible
and gets the glass package up into that
R20 range.”

“A lot of things have been tried but
nothing’s come out of it,” said
Haberer. “There is technology that is
existing, we just haven’t brought it to
a point to be able to market it, but I
think that’s going to happen.”
“Low-E improves insulation and re-

flects far infrared,” said Barry. It’s not
for solar control. We have to go a step
further. We can’t just chase U-value.
The answer is not U-value or solar
heat gain coefficient (SHGC). It’s en-
ergy. That’s what we’re really worried
about. Stop wasting energy … you
won’t do that with a very good U-
value or SHGC.”   �
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